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1.1 Need for a Silverware Wrapping Machine 
 The process of dishwashing in commercial establishments is a laborious process 
involving manual labor to do the bulk of the work. Much of the dishwashing process is 
monotonous and tedious, often performed in dirty, humid environments, which results in 
high labor costs, low efficiency and absenteeism (Nagaraj, 2003). 
 Washing and processing various types of silverware involves distinct stages. 
Automation of the process is divided into singulation, identification, inspection, sorting, 
and finally wrapping appropriate silverware in napkins. Singulation is defined as the 
process of removing individual pieces of silverware from a mixed batch of silverware. A 
prototype for singulating silverware was devised by Hashimoto (1995). A vision system 
was employed by Yeri (2003) in order to identify and find the orientation of silverware. 
The vision system was further enhanced by Lolla (2005) to inspect silverware for 
cleanliness. Collection of silverware into their respective collection bins was devised by 
Nagaraj (2003), and robust techniques were developed and implemented by Peddi (2005). 
 The complete process to identify and sort silverware has been automated in order 
to increase speed and efficiency and reduce costs. The process of wrapping silverware in 
a napkin requires placing a set of silverware consisting of a fork, spoon and knife on a 
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napkin, and then rolling them up neatly. Typically, this involves significant human 
contact, and is repetitive and tedious. Developing an automated napkin wrapping device 
is needed to significantly reduce the manual labor involved and reduce costs. 
 
1.2 Patent Search 
 A number of previous investigations into automated napkin wrapping have been 
reported in the patent literature. A patent search was conducted, and six different patents 
were found that involve the wrapping of either single or multiple pieces of silverware in a 
napkin. The search keywords “Silverware Wrapping”, “Flatware Wrapping”, “Silverware 
Napkin”, and “Flatware Napkin” were used to search for available patents.  In what 
follows, we summarize these patents, whose abstracts are given in appendix A. 
U.S. patent 5,469,688 “Method for wrapping silverware in a napkin”, Nov. 1995, 
describes a device to roll the napkin using the frictional forces between the belt and the 
napkin. It is doubtful that this device will be able to handle larger cloth napkins to wrap, 
since the longitudinal length of the napkin is longer than that of the silverware by at least 
a factor of two. Also, the process is not completely automated because it lacks a 
mechanism for the napkin to be placed on the conveyor. 
U.S. Patent 6,023,908 “Method and apparatus for folding a napkin around an 
eating utensil”, Feb. 15, 2000, describes a device that does not wrap the silverware in an 
orderly fashion as expected with a human operator. This system has two hoppers for two 
different pieces of silverware; it does not indicate the use of a third delivery system, 
required for the additional silverware. The patent does not provide any information on 
wrapping a cloth napkin, which is larger in size than paper napkins, posing a whole new 
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set of problems. Furthermore, the system does not indicate the use of any automated 
technique to deliver the napkin to the wrapping mechanism. 
U.S. Patent 6,023,913 “Apparatus and method for wrapping silverware within a 
napkin”, Feb. 15, 2000, and U.S. Patent 6,202,387 “Apparatus and method for banding 
wrapped silverware”, Mar. 20, 2001,  involve the same device which is used to wrap and 
band silverware in a napkin. The device mentioned in these patents does not use cloth 
napkins. This technique is a crude approach that does not roll the silverware in a napkin 
with a professional appeal. It may be suitable for paper napkins, but is likely to fail with 
cloth napkins. The napkin delivery system requires the napkin to be paper, owing to the 
fact that the napkin has to be somewhat rigid for proper delivery of the napkin to the 
wrapping area. Also, the silverware is expected to be stacked in an orderly fashion, 
requiring significant manual labor. 
 U.S. Patent 6,615,566 “Apparatus and method for automatically wrapping 
silverware in a napkin”, Sep. 9, 2003, does not indicate on how a large cloth napkin will 
be handled by the system. The system does not have a singulation device, which will be 
required to minimize human operator intervention. 
U.S. Patent 6,837,028 “Automated flatware and napkin assembling apparatus”, 
Jan. 4, 2005, describes a device, suitable only for disposable paper napkins available in 
rolled form. Also, the singulation device is not efficient; it requires a human operator to 
stack the silverware in the hopper for wrapping the silverware. 
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Summary 
 It is evident from these patents that significant work has been done to construct a 
device capable of wrapping silverware automatically. None of the above mentioned 
patents have been commercialized owing to various shortcomings such as, 
 1. Inability to wrap silverware in a cloth napkin. 
 2. Inability to truly singulate silverware from a batch of silverware. 
 3. Significant manual labor required. 
 Some of these methods are crude and cannot be used to professionally wrap 
silverware in a napkin, thus giving significant room for improvement in techniques to 
automate the silverware wrapping process.   
1.3 Background Work 
 The design of a silverware wrapping device was initialized after previous 
investigators had performed significant work to singulate, inspect and sort silverware in a 
completely automated process. A singulation device was designed and constructed by 
Hasimoto (1995), which uses a vibrating motor to vibrate a multilayered hopper 
containing mixed silverware pieces, discharging them from a slot in the hopper bottom. 
Subsequent work by Latvala (1999) and Loisson (1999) provided a magnetic conveying 
device to move the silverware underneath a camera and subsequently to a sorting device. 
A silverware identification system was designed by Yeri (2003) using a machine vision 
system to identify silverware pieces and their orientations. An improved identification 
system, together with inspection, was implemented by Lolla (2005), again using machine 
vision. A silverware sorting and orientation device was devised by Nagaraj (2003) using 
orientation and sorting turntables.  Since the efficiency of the sorting and orientation 
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device was low, Peddi (2005) designed and constructed a more efficient sorting and 
orienting device using dynamic meshing and individual sorting of random oppositely 
oriented silverware pieces. In order to further automate the process, a silverware 
wrapping device to automatically wrap the silverware in a napkin is desirable. 
 
1.4 Objective 
 The objective of this thesis is to design and construct a silverware wrapping 
device that is capable of automatically picking cloth napkins from a napkin bin and 
wrapping the napkin in an appealing manner with a set of silverware comprised of a 
knife, fork and spoon. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DESIGN OF SILVERWARE WRAPPING MECHANISM 
2.1 Design Considerations 
 The wrapping process is split into napkin singulation, dropping silverware 
into the napkin, and folding. Napkins are neatly stacked in a pile, from which a single 
napkin must be removed each time a set of silverware is to be wrapped. A device to drop 
a set of silverware on the napkin and a complete set of wrapping mechanisms are 
required to finish the process. It is necessary for the silverware wrapping process to be 
continuous to achieve acceptable throughput. Accordingly, it appeared that a conveyor 
system is required to take the napkin from the napkin singulating device to a silverware 
dropping mechanism and eventually to a device that finishes the wrapping process. An 
analysis of the various methods used to wrap silverware in a napkin revealed that it is a 
general practice to place silverware along one of the diagonals of the napkin and wrap it. 
After several manual experiments, we found that the best method to wrap silverware in a 
napkin would consist of the following steps, illustrated in Fig 2.1: 
1. Silverware is placed on the napkin along one of its diagonal lengths. 
2. The first fold over the silverware is made along the diagonal on which the 
silverware is placed.  
3. The napkin is folded on one of the two sides adjacent to the ends of the 
silverware. 
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4. The other side adjacent to the other silverware end is folded. 
5. A sequence of continuous folds, or rolls, is made along the same diagonal in 




Fig. 2.1 Steps in Wrapping Silverware in a Napkin. 
2.2 Design of the Napkin Bin 
 In this and following sections, figures are for illustration only, and are not 
drawn to scale. Detailed and dimensioned scaled drawings of all components are given in 
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Appendix B. The napkin used for the design process was a square cotton dinner napkin 
measuring 20” in length per side. From the wrapping process described above, the 
method requires the napkin to be moved to the silverware delivery system. Fig 2.2 shows 
the position in which silverware is placed along the diagonal of the napkin, with the first 
fold over the silverware along the silverware diagonal, shown in Fig 2.1. To facilitate 
this, napkin motion should be perpendicular to this fold. It is hence desirable to pull the 





  Fig 2.2. Diagonal Position of Napkin with Silverware  
 Initial manual experiments suggested that napkin singulation could be 
implemented by using a roller to pull a single napkin from the top of the napkin stack. 
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This is similar to the method used in desktop laser printers to singulate single sheets of 
paper from a stack to feed the printer. The roller presses vertically into the stack of 
napkins placed in the napkin bin as shown in Fig 2.3. The basic idea was that when the 
friction between the napkin and the roller was greater than the friction between the 
napkins in the napkin stack, the napkin on the top would be moved from the napkin stack. 
This process is illustrated in Fig.2.4 
  
 
Fig 2.3 Position of Roller over a Stack of napkin 
 
 With one end of the napkin hanging out of the napkin bin, shown in Fig 
2.4(2), a pickup device was found necessary to pull the partially singulated napkin out of 




Fig. 2.4 Napkin Singulation Method 
  
Various methods could be used to pick the napkin from the napkin bin and place it on a 
conveyor. Some ideas considered are discussed below. 
 As shown in Fig 2.5, one approach would be to place the bin adjacent to the 
conveyor system to allow the napkin to drop directly on the conveyor. Roller-2 is placed 
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directly over the end of the conveyor system. This roller is moved downwards to secure 
the napkin between the roller and the conveyor. The pressure between Roller-2 and the 
moving conveyor secures the napkin between them, such that it is completely pulled from 
the napkin bin and placed on the conveyor.  
 
Fig 2.5 Method-I: Conveyor is Placed In-Line With Napkin Bin 
This is a very straightforward approach, but the overall length ‘L’ of the complete system 
would be approximately 10’ with a 20” square napkin moving in its diagonal direction. 
This would make the device bulky, requiring significant floor space. If the napkin bin is 
placed underneath the silverware drop and wrapping mechanism, the length of the system 
could be reduced to approximately 6’. In the following section, with the napkin bin 
placed beneath the rest of the wrapping mechanism, several approaches are discussed. 
 A second method for placing the napkin over the conveyor is illustrated in 
Fig 2.6. This method allows the partially singulated napkin to fall between two rollers 
(Roller-2 and Roller-3), one of which is powered. Both the rollers are mounted on 
motorized rotating arms. Once the napkin falls between the two rollers, the arms on 
which the rollers are fixed lock against one another, and using another motor, they rotate, 
pulling the napkin between them and placing it over the moving conveyor. Once the 
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rollers are positioned over the conveyor system, the powered roller is actuated to remove 
the napkin from the napkin bin to the conveyor system. 
 
Fig 2.6 Method-II: Conveyor is Placed Above Napkin Bin 
This system requires three different motorized drives to completely singulate the napkin 
and place it on the conveyor. Even though this concept positions the napkin bin beneath 
the rest of the mechanisms, the system becomes complicated with two additional drives, 
one to move the arms on which the rollers are placed, and the other to actuate the roller 
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placed on one of the moveable arms. 
 A third concept places the napkin bin beneath the silverware drop and 
wrapping mechanisms and is shown in Fig 2.7. This requires a static quadrant of a 
cylinder, with one edge of the cylinder quadrant at the end of the napkin bin and the other 
edge at the beginning of the horizontal portion of the conveyor. An unpowered roller 
(Roller-2) is fixed on a powered rotating arm in order for it to travel along the quadrant of 
the cylinder. The conveyor belt runs over this static cylindrical quadrant using an 
additional end roller (Roller-3) at the lower end of the quadrant. Once the tip of a napkin 
is removed from the bin by Roller-1, Roller-2 on the powered rotating arm secures the 
napkin between the roller and the belt running over the static cylindrical quadrant. Roller-
2 moves on its arm along with the belt on the static cylindrical quadrant, with the napkin 
between the roller and the belt. Once the roller reaches the discharge end of the 
cylindrical quadrant, the arm pauses over the belt. This assures that the napkin is 
completely removed from the napkin bin and placed on the horizontal portion of the 
conveyor. Once the napkin has cleared Roller-2, the arm rotates back to its initial position 
to await the next napkin. This mechanism allows the napkin bin to be placed beneath the 
conveyor system with only one additional drive. 
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Fig 2.7 Method-III: Conveyor is Placed Above Napkin Bin 
 For this method to work properly, sufficient contact between Roller-1 and 
the napkin at the top of the napkin stack must be established. Fig 2.8 illustrates a 
mechanism proposed to accomplish this. This mechanism uses three leadscrew motors to 
achieve the vertical motion required to establish sufficient contact between the top napkin 
in the stack and Roller-1. Flanged nuts are fixed on a tray used to hold the stack of 
napkins. A leadscrew driven by an electric motor threads through each nut. Rotating the 
leadscrew moves the tray, and thus moving the stack up or down. All three motors are 
actuated synchronously to move the napkin stack upwards, and maintain the napkin bin 
the horizontal position, in order to ensure the top napkin has sufficient contact with the 
roller. When the top napkin has been removed, the three motors rotate a fixed number of 
turns to bring the next napkin to the proper position and contact with Roller-2. When the 
stack is empty the motors are reversed to lower the bin tray to its bottom position, 
allowing the user to reload napkins into the bin tray. 
 After considering the pros and cons of these concepts, it was decided to 




Fig 2.8 Mechanism to Ensure Proper Contact Between the Top Napkin Stack and  
Roller-1. 
2.3 Design of the Silverware Drop Mechanism 
 After a napkin has been singulated from the napkin bin, a set of silverware is 
dropped on the napkin using a silverware drop mechanism shown in Fig 2.9. The 
silverware drop mechanism consists of an open-top hollow box with a hinged bottom. 
The hinged bottom is held shut by the activated plunger of a solenoid attached by a 
flexible line (Fig 2.9(a)). Suppose a set of silverware that is to be wrapped is dropped in 
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the hollow box, with bottom closed. When the solenoid is deactivated, gravity causes the 
hinged bottom to open, dropping the silverware on the diagonal of the napkin, as shown 
in Fig 2.9(b). For a complete operating system, an automatic mechanism for feeding 
silverware sets to the drop box would be needed. This, however, was not included in the 
work herein. 
Fig 2.9 Silverware Drop Mechanism 
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2.4 Design of the Folding Mechanisms  
 As discussed earlier, four different folds are to be done on the napkin with 
silverware. The first fold is the longest, and is implemented as the napkin with silverware 
moves along the conveyor system, shown in Fig 2.10(a). 
(b) 
Direction 






Fig. 2.10 Folding Mechanism-1: Method for Long First Fold. 
As the leading napkin tip is conveyed over Finger-2 and under Finger-1, a solenoid 
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actuates Finger-2 to clamp the napkin tip between the two fingers. This clamping raises 
the tip slightly above the rest of the moving napkin. The belt moves the unclamped 
portion of the napkin under the clamped tip, which causes the napkin to fold over the 
silverware along the diagonal, shown in Fig 2.10(b). Once the trailing napkin tip arrives 
under the clamped tip, the solenoid releases Finger-2, which releases the clamping action, 
completing the first fold. 
 The second and third folds handling the sides of the napkin are each 
implemented with similar mechanisms. A four-bar, crank-rocker mechanism, shown in 
Fig 2.11, carries a 10” long folding pad fixed to the rocker arm.  
 The four-bar, crank-rocker mechanism uses a motor rotating in a single 
direction, such that the motor does not need to reverse direction to return the folding pad 
to its ready position. Initial experimentation, using solenoids to actuate the folding pad 
were unsuccessful because of the inability of the solenoid to retrieve the folding pad back 
to its ready position. We also considered DC gearmotors can be reversed in order to 
achieve the to and fro motion needed by the folding pads. This requires the motor to 
move through an angle, stop, and then reverse it in order to achieve the to and fro motion. 
We elected not to employ such motors in order to avoid stopping the motor, and also to 
avoid the additional sensors that would be required to position the folding pad. The four 
bar mechanism, being a mechanical device, has additional moving parts, which can 
increase manufacturing cost. Also higher power is required to drive the motor when the 
flap is to be moved through large angles. However, we decided its advantages 
outweighed its disadvantages. An analysis of the four bar mechanism has been provided 













Fig. 2.11 Folding Mechanism-2: Crank and Rocker Mechanism for Side Folding. 
 
The crank arm, shown in Fig 2.11 moves a complete revolution to move the rocker to and 
fro to fold the sides of the napkin. The advantage of using the crank and rocker 
mechanism is the use of a single drive that rotates only in one direction. 
 The side folds placed on the napkin are implemented as shown in Fig 2.12. 
The napkin with its first fold moves along the two-belt conveyor in a direction “into the 
page”. After the long first fold is placed using Folding Mechanism – 1, the napkin is 
guided on to the folding pad of Fig 2.11 using the support belts shown in Fig 2.12(a). The 
four-bar mechanism is actuated, causing the folding pad to move from its extreme open 
position to its extreme inward position. This causes the napkin end to fold over, as shown 
in Fig 2.12(b). The four bar mechanism then returns the folding pad to its extreme open 
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position to await the next napkin. A similar mechanism, with the guide belts and a four 




Fig 2.12 Working of Folding Mechanism-2 
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 A final sequence is needed to roll the napkin, to complete the folding 
process. After both ends of the napkin have been folded, this is implemented using a 
four-bar mechanism similar to those used in the second and third “end” folds. However 
the folding pad used in this must be of different geometry than the flat pads used in the 
second and third folds, since the folding hinge of the napkin must be at a different 
location than the fixed hinge of the rocker arm. Two rolling pads, are required to place 
the final sequence of folds, or rolls, shown on a modified four bar crank rocker 
mechanism in Fig 2.13. The pads are mounted on a connecting shaft used to transfer the 
rocker motion to the rolling pads. The dimensions of the rolling pads (given in Appendix 











Fig 2.13 Folding Mechanism:3: Modified Crank Rocker Mechanism for Final Sequence 
of Folds. 
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 A finger mechanism shown in Fig 2.14 is used to hold the napkin and the 
silverware in position for the first roll to take place. The mechanism consists of two 
motors. One is a DC gearmotor mounted on a sliding carriage supported by two sliding 
supports. The DC gearmotor has a spur gear, or pinion, mounted on its shaft meshing 
with a fixed rack, in order to facilitate the linear motion of the entire assembly. The actual 
finger is mounted on a servo motor as shown in the figure, which after being moved over 
the napkin, rotates the finger into place to hold the napkin and silverware in place for the 
first roll. 
 
Fig 2.14 Finger Mechanism used in Folding Mechanism-3 
 The process of placing final rolls on the napkin is shown in Fig 2.15. The 
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napkin is moved along by the conveyor belt, into position for the rolling pads to roll the 
napkin. The Finger in Figure 2.14 is brought into position as shown in Fig 2.15(a), and 
the first roll proceeds as shown in Figure 2.15(b). This finger is used to place the first 
fold only. Once the first fold is placed, the finger is retracted linearly by the rack-and-
pinion mechanism in Figure 2.14 in a direction that is perpendicular to surface of the 
paper, and then rotated by the servomotor in Figure 2.14 into the ready position for the 
next napkin. 
 
Fig 2.15 Final Sequence of Rolls Placed on the Napkin 
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For the rolling process to be complete, the hinge formed on the roll must be 
accommodated within the folding pad and the conveyor belt. The curved profile of the 
rolling pad provides space for the hinge of the rolled napkin. A series of rolls are placed 
on the napkin by moving the rolling pads forward, then back, as the conveyor continues 
to move the partially rolled napkin in the direction shown in Figure 2.15, until the 
complete length of the napkin is rolled, completing the process. The rolled napkin would 
then be conveyed out of the system, dropping into a collection bin. 
2.5 Design of the Napkin Conveyor System 
 The napkin conveyor system is designed to accommodate the geometry and 
design of the napkin bin and the folding mechanisms, and shown in Fig. 2.16. Once the 
napkin is placed on the conveyor and the axis of the napkin moves beneath the silverware 
drop mechanism, a set of silverware is dropped on the unfolded napkin along the napkin 
diagonal perpendicular to the direction of motion. To accommodate the first folding 
mechanism, two parallel 2” wide belts (11) with a clearance of 2.5” between them, is 
fixed between Drive Roller-1 (3) and End Roller-3 (10) as shown in Fig 2.16. Another 
belt (13), 2” wide, used to transport the napkin from the Napkin Bin (16), is fixed 
between Drive Roller - 1(3) and End Roller-4 (12), and traverses over the Static 
Cylindrical Profile (1). Additional belts are placed between Drive Roller – 1(3) and End 
Roller – 1(6) to support and convey the lateral sides of the napkin before encountering 
folding mechanisms – 2(7). A belt is also placed between Drive Roller – 2(17) and End 





The Silverware Drop Mechanism (4) is placed immediately following the Drive Roller – 
1(3). Folding Mechanism-1 (15) is placed between the two main conveyor belts to make 
the first fold. Folding Mechanisms-2 (7) are placed adjacent to the belts downstream of 
the support belts (5) to perform the side folds. Two Idler rollers (2 & 9) are used to adjust 
belt tension and provide stability to the conveyor system. Idler Shaft-1 (2) ensures that 
the conveyor belt does not interfere with the Napkin Singulating Roller (14) in the napkin 
bin. 
 A Napkin Bin to store dinner napkins and dispense one napkin at a time has 
been described, together with three different folding mechanisms to completely fold the 
napkin containing silverware. A conveyor system connecting the napkin bin, silverware 
drop mechanism, and the folding mechanisms has also been described. A complete set of 
drawings with dimensions is included in Appendix B. A control system to control the 




DESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEM 
3.1 Need for Embedded System 
 The silverware identification, inspection and collection process is composed 
of the various stages shown in Fig 3.1. The singulation device provides isolated pieces of 
silverware to the identification and inspection system. Based on information from the 
identification and inspection system, the sorting and the orientation system places like 
silverware with like orientation in a single collection bin. This process information is 
required for the process to wrap silverware in a napkin. The identification and inspection 
system implemented by Lolla (2005) uses a line scan camera connected to a personal 
computer equipped with an image acquisition board. Identification, inspection, sorting, 
and orienting, along with napkin wrapping, can be done using a personal computer for the 
needed logic and computations. However, such a PC would need to be exceptionally fast 
to achieve high throughput (greater than 30 silverware pieces per minute) through the 
system. For the silverware wrapping device to work in a stand-alone mode, (i.e., without 
the middle two processes in Fig 3.1), using a personal computer equipped with DAQ 
boards would result in high costs and underutilization of computing power. An effective 
way to control the silverware sorting and orientation device along, with the silverware 
wrapping device, is to use programmable microcontrollers. Microcontrollers offer 
dedicated computing power along with a variety of options that can be used to control the 
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systems effectively. Programmable microcontrollers used to control the silverware 
sorting and orientation system communicate with the personal computer to operate on the 
information sent from the inspection and identification system. It is hence effective to use 
microcontrollers to control the silverware wrapping process. This offers a compact 
programmable system that can communicate with the silverware sorting and orientation 
system, and also operate in stand-alone mode for the wrapping process.  
 
 
Fig 3.1 Stages in Silverware Automation Process. 
 The control system used to control the silverware wrapping device consists 
of a logic unit, a power unit, actuators and feedback systems, as shown in Fig 3.2. The 
logic unit communicates with the silverware sorting and orientation device to obtain 
information on availability and type of silverware. Based on this information and 
information from the feedback systems, the logic unit commences and finishes the 
wrapping process by actuating the various mechanisms through the power unit 
 
Fig 3.2 Control System used to Control the Silverware Wrapping Device. 
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3.2 Compatibility with Existing Control System 
 For the silverware wrapping device to operate with the rest of the system, it is 
essential for the control system to be compatible with the existing sorting and orientation 
device. The control system used to sort and orient silverware pieces (Peddi, 2005), 
receives information from the serial port in the PC, which is used to identify and inspect 
silverware (Lolla, 2005). This information is used to sort and orient silverware pieces 
(Peddi, 2005), and the information required by the silverware wrapping device is 
forwarded to it through a RS-232 communication channel.  The information available on 
an RS-232 communication channel must be retrieved by the control system used to 
control the silverware wrapping device. The control system is designed to communicate 
with the silverware sorting and orienting device using RS-232 communication protocol. 
The control system will be able to report any problems with the silverware wrapping 
mechanism back to the sorting and orientation system using the same RS-232, allowing it 
to report errors to the operator. 
3.3 Implementation of Feedback System 
 A robust feedback system is essential for the control system to identify the 
various tasks to be executed at the proper moment. From the moment when the napkin is 
pulled from the bin to when it is completely wrapped, its behavior is not completely 
predictable. In order to wrap the silverware, it is essential to determine the position of the 
napkin at key points. Infrared sensors provide a reliable non-contact method of 
identifying the presence of an object as it moves between an infrared trans-receiver pair 
obstructing the path of the infrared rays. A total of 13 infrared sensors are positioned at 
various points in the system to detect presence of the napkin or moving components of 
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the system. Since a large number of sensors are used in the process, it is desirable to 
select reliable, yet low-cost sensors. The infrared trans-receiver pair and associated 
circuitry selected for these purposes is described in what follows. 
To avoid interference from infrared rays present in the environment, the receiver 
selected is sensitive only to infrared energy switched at 38 KHz. Panasonic MODEL 
PNA4602M is the receiver selected to detect the emitted infrared rays. The transmitter 
unit consists of an infrared LED emitting signal at 38 KHz. In order to power all the 11 
infrared LED’s, voltage to them is pulsed by generation from a separate microcontroller 
dedicated to the purpose, and fed to a half H-bridge circuit in the quad half H-bridge 
module MODEL L293 from Texas Instruments. The power of the switching pulse to the 
IR led is modulated using a 1KΩ resistor placed in series with the infrared transmitter, 
shown in Fig 3.3(a). The output from the IR receiver unit PNA 4602M can be fed directly 
to the microcontroller feedback. If the receiver is connected to the microcontroller 
directly, there will be no visible indication of the receiver unit detecting the presence of 
IR energy. This feature is useful in the process of debugging the system. To provide the 
receiver unit with a visible indicator, the signal from the IR receiver unit is fed to the 
amplifying transistor PN 3569 as shown in Fig 3.3(b). The output from the transistor is 
used to power a visible LED, and to give feedback to the microcontroller. 
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Fig 3.3 Infrared Sensor System. 
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The positions of the various sensors used in the silverware wrapping process are shown in 
Figure 3.4.1 – 3.4.3. 
 




Fig 3.4.2 Position of Feedback Components in the Silverware Wrapping Device-2 
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Fig 3.4.3 Position of Feedback Components in the Silverware Wrapping Device-3 
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Three trip switches (14, 15 & 16)(Figures 3.4.1 – 3.4.3) are also used in the feedback 
system, the first and second are used to identify the position of the arm mechanism used 
by the napkin pickup mechanism, the third is used to find out if the napkin tray has 
reached the bottom position for reloading napkins. 
The various infrared sensors shown in Figures 3.4.1 – 3.4.3 are used to: 
1) Detect if napkin bin is empty (1). 
2) Detect if napkin is within the vicinity of the bin starter roller (2). 
3) Detect if napkin has started to exit the napkin bin (3). 
4) Detect if napkin is beneath the silverware drop mechanism (4). 
5) Detect if napkin is beneath Folding Mechanism – 1 (4). 
6) Detect if napkin is within range of Folding Mechanism – 2 (5). 
7) Detect rotation of motor used to drive Folding Mechanism – 2 (6). 
8) Detect if napkin is within range of Folding Mechanism – 3 (7). 
9) Detect rotation of motor used to drive Folding Mechanism – 3 (8). 
10) Detect if napkin is over Folding Mechanism – 4 (9). 
11) Detect rotation of motor used to drive Folding Mechanism – 4 (10). 
12) Detect position of moveable carriage in Finger Mechanism (12 & 13). 
3.4 Design of the Control System 
 The silverware wrapping system, illustrated in Figs 2.7-2.15, uses ten independent 
drives. Controlling these drives requires significant computing power and a large number 
of I/O lines. To address this problem, the workload is shared between various 
microcontrollers that take care of localized operations. For the system to function 
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effectively, the microcontrollers must communicate with one another. The various control 
mechanisms used to wrap silverware are: 
1.Communication and silverware drop control. 
2.Napkin Bin control. 
3.Wrapping mechanism control. 
4.Bin motors synchronous feedback control. 
In order to implement these control actions, five microcontrollers are used. The system is 
designed to accommodate additional drives and feedback signals to provide room for 
future upgrades and to integrate the system completely with the rest of existing systems 
in the silverware handling process. 
 The functions of the five different microcontrollers for general communication 
and control are shown in Fig 3.5, and are described in what follows. Detailed circuit 
diagrams are given in the Appendix C.  
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Fig 3.5 General Communication and Control Flow between the Five Microcontrollers 
The Main Microcontroller-1, illustrated in Fig 3.6, is responsible for 
communication with the silverware sorting and orientation system using RS-232 
communication standards, control mechanisms that will be used to convey silverware 
from the sorting and orientation device to the silverware drop mechanism, and 
coordinating with microcontroller-2. 
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Fig 3.6 Microcontroller-1: Main Microcontroller functional diagram 
The Main Microcontroller-1 communicates with Microcontroller-2, as shown in Fig 3.7, 
to control the napkin bin mechanism using 4 I/O lines. The main microcontroller uses 6 
I/O lines to control three stepper motors that might be required to integrate the silverware 
wrapping process with the rest of the process. Three PWM motor/solenoid controls are 
controlled using 3 I/O lines that can be used to control DC motors or solenoids depending 
on requirements. These stepper motor drivers and the PWM motor/solenoid drivers can 
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be used to control motion components that will be required to integrate the silverware 
wrapping device with the rest of the automation process. It is also equipped with 10 I/O 
lines to obtain feedback from sensors in the silverware wrapping device, namely photo 
detectors and trip switches. 
The Bin Mechanism Microcontroller-2, whose functional block diagram is shown 
in Fig 3.7, receives information from the Main Microcontroller to dispense napkins as 
required. This microcontroller controls three motion components. The first controls the 
napkin bin tray mechanism to assure contact between Roller-1, Fig 2.7, and the top 
napkin in the napkin stack. This employs three stepper motors with leadscrews, Fig 2.8, 
to drive the bin tray. These three motors are controlled synchronously to achieve the 
desired motion and maintain the bin tray level as it moves up and down. To obtain 
synchronous motion, 2 I/O lines are used to control a single stepper motor driver, to drive 
three stepper motors connected in parallel. The second motion component controls 
rotation of Roller-1, Fig 2.8, placed above the napkin stack. A stepper motor drives 
Roller-1 and is controlled through a single control line of the 4 I/O lines connected to 
Microcontroller-3, shown in Fig 3.7, that also controls the silverware drop and wrapping 
mechanisms. Since the roller is rotated clockwise direction only, the stepper motor is 
driven if the control line is “high” and stopped when the control line is “low”. The third 
motion component is used to drive the rotary arm, Fig 2.7, on which the roller is 
mounted. Two DC gearmotors, one at each end of the rotary arm, Fig 2.7, are driven 
synchronously to achieve this motion. These gearmotors are driven using an H-bridge 
driver requiring 2 I/O lines to control the motor. A third line from the driver unit gives 
feedback to Microcontroller-2 if there is any error in the driver module. Also, 
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Microcontroller-2 uses 5 I/O lines to receive feedback required to obtain the position of 
the napkin to control the bin motion components. Microcontroller-2 communicates with 
Microcontroller-3 to send and receive error messages using 4 I/O lines. 
 
Fig 3.7 Microcontroller-2: Bin Mechanism Microcontroller Functional Diagram 
 Microcontroller-3, shown in Fig 3.8, is used to control the conveyor system, the 
silverware drop mechanism, and Folding Mechanism-1, Fig 2.10. The conveyor is 
powered using a high-torque stepper motor. This is driven using a stepper motor driver 
requiring 2 I/O lines. The silverware drop mechanism is driven by a solenoid operating 
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the hinged bottom of the silverware drop box. Folding Mechanism-1, Fig 2.10, is driven 
by two solenoids. To drive these solenoids high side switches are used, in which the high 
side switch switches the positive terminal required to actuate the solenoids. Two high 
side switches, controlled using 2 I/O lines are used, one for each solenoid. Two power 
lines used to power Folding Mechanism-2 and Folding Mechanism-3, Fig 2.13, are 
switched using two high side switches controlled by 2 I/O lines. The microcontroller uses 
6 I/O lines to monitor feedback signals from infrared sensors to operate the various 
mechanisms controlled by the microcontroller. 
 
Fig 3.8 Microcontroller-3: Silverware Drop and Wrap Control Microcontroller Functional 
Diagram 
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Microcontroller-4 shown in Fig 3.9 is used to control Folding Mechanisms-2 (two 
of these) and Folding Mechanism-3 consisting of two DC gearmotors and a servomotor. 
The two folding mechanisms in Folding Mechanism-2 (Fig 2.11) each require a DC 
gearmotor to drive the four bar mechanism, used to fold the sides of the napkin. These are 
controlled using 2 I/O lines. Folding Mechanism-3 (Fig 2.13) requires a DC gearmotor to 
drive the four bar mechanism powering the folding pads that finish the rolling process. 
Additionally a servomotor is used to move the finger in position for the first fold, with a 
DC gearmotor powering a rack and pinion mechanism to first move the finger carriage 
over the napkin, and then retrieve the finger after the first roll is placed. The 
microcontroller uses 8 I/O lines to obtain feedback from optical sensors to obtain the 
position of the crank arms in the four bar mechanisms used to drive the folding 
mechanisms. The three DC gearmotors are driven using H-bridge circuitry. The H-bridge 




Fig 3.9 Microcontroller-4: To Control Four Bar Mechanisms Used in Folding 
Mechanisms-2 and Folding Mechanism-3 
 Microcontroller-5 shown in Fig 3.10 assures synchronous operation of the three 
bin stepper motors, Fig 2.8, used to move the bin tray containing the napkins. Each of the 
three motors is fitted with incremental optical encoders, which are connected to 8 bit 
counters that provide information on the position of the motor shaft. These counters are 
read using the microcontroller. The four bits on the high side of the byte value are read 
using the microcontroller, and those for each motor are compared with one another. 
Differences between these values for any two motors indicate that they have not moved 
equal amounts, which would cause the napkin tray to tilt and bend. This information is 




Fig 3.10 Microcontroller 5: Napkin Bin Synchronous Control Microcontroller. 
3.5 Power Components Design 
The various power drives described in the discussion above can be categorized as 
follows: 
1) Stepper Motor Driver. 
2) High Side Switches to control DC motors or solenoids. 
3) H-bridge driver for bin arm control. 
4) PWM DC Motor Driver. 
5) H-bridge driver for Folding Mechanisms. 
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Detailed specifications for each of these are given in the Appendix. Six stepper motor 
drivers are used in the complete setup. All are bipolar stepper motors, which provide 
higher torque than unipolar stepper motors. The selected driver is model Kit-158 from 
kitsrus.com, a circuit adapted from Oatley Electronics, Australia, which uses two digital 
control lines to control a stepper motor. Every pulse on one of the control lines is used to 
advance the motor in clockwise or anti-clockwise direction, based on the signal on the 
other line. A “high” on the direction control line advances the motor in the clockwise 
direction, and a “low” advances the motor in the anticlockwise direction. These drivers 
are rated for the drive motor coils, rated at 5-30VDC, capable of providing currents as 
high as 6A. 
 High side drivers used to switch solenoids or DC motors are electronic switches 
that switch on or off the positive side of the power based on an input signal. The 
advantages of using an electronic driver are: 
1) Low input power. 
2) High switching speed. 
3) High output power. 
4) No moving parts. 
The high side driver selected is 511NR from International Rectifier. The advantages of 
this driver are that it requires minimum external circuit and provides significant circuit 
protection. The disadvantage is that significant heat is produced at high currents. The 
driver is capable of providing 1.7A continuous current and a peak current of 5A. 
 The H-bridge module selected to drive the DC gearmotor for the rotary arm in the 
bin mechanism (Fig 2.7) is a DMOS based H-bridge driver model NMIH-0050 from 
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newmicros.com. The advantage of using an H-bridge is that it is capable of reversing the 
motor based on the logic inputs. This driver is controlled using 2 I/O pins to drive the DC 
motor. The functional Truth table for the H-bridge driver is given in Table 3.1. 
IN1 IN2 OUT1 OUT2 Function 
L L L L Both Terminals of the Motor are grounded(Braking) 
L H L H Motor turns counterclockwise 
H L H L Motor turns clockwise 
H H H H Both Terminals of the Motor are made high(Braking) 
Table 3.1: Functional Truth table of H-bridge driver NMIH-0050 
(L=Low; H=High) 
IN1 and IN2 are the input pins that are controlled using the microcontroller I/O pins. 
OUT1 and OUT2 are the power outputs connected to the terminals of the gearmotor. The 
driver is rated at 5A continuous current with a peak of 6A and an operating voltage from 
5VDC to 40VDC. The motors used are rated at 24VDC, 1.08A. Since two motors are 
used, (one at either end of the arm) the total current required to drive these motors is 
2.16A. Both the motors are connected in parallel with alternate terminals connected to 
one another in order to provide the correct direction of rotation for the arm. Since the 
motors are DC gearmotors identical in construction, both rotate at the same speed, 
ensuring that they operate synchronously. 
 Three PWM DC motor/solenoid drivers are controlled using the Main 
Microcontroller-1. These are for future use in controlling the drives for conveying 
silverware from the silverware sorting and orienting device (Peddi, 2005) to the 
silverware drop mechanism (Figs 2.9; 2.15). The drivers selected are model DRV-101T 
from Texas Instruments. This driver is switched on or off using a single I/O pin. The 
PWM is controlled using a 100KΩ variable resistor included in the circuitry to build the 
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circuit. The PWM gives control over the speed and torque of the motor. The driver is 
primarily intended for use with solenoids, but it can be also be used with DC motors. 
These drivers are rated at 1.9A max, with an operating voltage of 9VDC to 60VDC. 
 The H-bridge driver selected to control the four-bar crank-rocker mechanisms 
(Folding Mechanisms 2-3, Figs 2.11; 2.13) is model L298N from STMicroelectronics, 
which is a dual H-bridge driver. Two of these drivers are used to control the three DC 
gearmotors that drive two Folding Mechanisms-2 and one Folding Mechanism-3. H-
bridge control is preferred over high side switches because of the braking capability of 
the H-bridge, which is vital for stopping the DC gearmotors after a single revolution. 
Two I/O pins are required to operate each of the two H-bridge drivers present in the 
L298N module. The drivers are rated at a total current of 4A. The module has an 
operating voltage range of upto 46VDC. The motors driven by these drivers are each 
rated at 12VDC, 300mA. 
 Power for the motion components is provided by two SMPS power supply units, 
normally used to power computer systems, together with a custom built SMPS system 
from TODD power systems (Model SC24-10709), which gives an output of 24V at a 
maximum current of 8A. The use of computer SMPS power supplies ensures that the 
power supplied is clean and that the unit is compact. This also provides a variety of 
output voltages, principally 3.3V, 5V and 12V. The voltages used in the silverware 
wrapping device are 5V and 12V.  One of the SMPS units is from ASTEC MODEL: 
ATX202-3515, which can provide 5V at 18A and 12V at 6A. The second unit is from 
Power UP MODEL: P6100D, which can provide 5V at 30A and 12V at 25A, providing 
ample power to drive the various motion components. 
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An effective control system capable of communicating with the silverware sorting 
and orientation has been designed and implemented. The computing power required to 
control the silverware wrapping device has been effectively distributed between five 
microcontrollers. The power drivers required to drive the various drive elements based on 
information from the microcontrollers has also been designed and implemented. The next 
chapter gives an account of how the various motion components are coordinated to 
effectively wrap silverware in a napkin. 
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CHAPTER 4 
IMPLEMENTAION OF THE SILVERWARE WRAPPING MECHANISM 
4.1 Method Used to Program Microcontroller 
Coordinating the ten drives used to operate the various mechanisms in the 
silverware wrapping machine is important for proper wrapping of silverware in a napkin. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, five different microcontrollers are used to operate 
the complete system. The microcontrollers used in the system are from Microchip. Two 
different microcontrollers MODELS: PIC 16F876 and PIC 16F877 are used. These 
microcontrollers are capable of RS-232 communication standards, and these capabilities 
are used to program these microcontrollers using a PC, and to communicate with the rest 
of the silverware automation process. This provides flexibility to change the programs in 
the microcontrollers to accommodate any future upgrades without removing the 
microcontroller from the system. 
To control the stepper motor driver module used in the system, a square wave 
signal whose frequency is given by f = 1/n must be used to control the stepper motor, 
where n is the number of steps the stepper motor is required to move in one second. 
Depending on the signal to the control line controlling the direction of the stepper motor, 
the motor is rotated clockwise or anticlockwise. To produce a pulse of frequency ‘f’ 
based on a digital signal from an I/O line from the microcontroller, additional circuitry is 
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required. In order to avoid additional circuitry, we elected to produce the square wave 
signal from the microcontroller. The microcontrollers are equipped with PWM, capable 
of producing square wave signals which does not require continuous monitoring. This 
method cannot be implemented as each microcontroller is limited to only two output 
ports capable of PWM. In order to address this problem, we program the microcontroller 
so that it is capable of multitasking, to produce the pulse of frequency ‘f’ using the timers 
present in the microcontroller without dedicating the microcontroller for the process. This 
method of programming the microcontroller is known as Pont’s Cooperative Scheduler, 
which ensures that the microprocessor keeps track of the various feedback components at 
all times. The microcontrollers are capable of producing an interrupt every time the built-
in timer overflows. The interrupt is configured to produce an interrupt for every 
millisecond. In the main program, the feedback lines and communication lines are 
monitored, and flags are set to decide on which of the motion components are to be 
actuated. Based on this information, every time the timer overflows, the motion 
components are actuated accordingly. 
The transfer in control between the interrupt service routine and the main program 
in the microcontroller is shown in illustrated in Figure 4.1. An interrupt is caused every 
millisecond to transfer the control to the interrupt service routine, where the output ports 
are switched on or off based on flags set in the main program, after t μs, the control is 
transferred to the main program. Once the execution is finished in the interrupt service 
routine in t µs the control is shifted back to the main program, where the various 
communication and feedback components are monitored in order to modify the flags 
required to control the motion components in the interrupt service routine. 
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Fig 4.1 Control Transfer in Microcontroller Program 
4.2 Implementation of the Napkin Bin Mechanism 
 The microcontroller used to control the napkin bin mechanism is a PIC 16F876 
microcontroller. The bin mechanism is operated as shown in Fig 4.2. 
 
Fig 4.2 Working of the Bin Mechanism  
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 In order to establish control over the bin mechanism, a program based on the 
flowchart given in Fig 4.3 was developed. The software code is given in the Appendix. 
 
Fig 4.3 Flowchart to Control Napkin Bin 
4.3 Implementation of the Silverware Drop Mechanism and Folding Mechanism-1 
 Once the napkin is placed on the conveyor, it is moved beneath the silverware 
drop mechanism where the silverware is dropped on the diagonal of the napkin that is 
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perpendicular to the direction in which the conveyor moves. Then the long first fold is 
placed on the napkin using Folding Mechanism-1. The flowchart for the program used to 
drop silverware in the napkin and actuate Folding Mechanism-1 is shown in Fig 4.4. The 
software code is given in the Appendix. 
 The other systems driven by this program are the conveyor system and the power 
supply for the power H-bridge units used to control Folding Mechanisms-2 and 3. This 
ensures that Folding Mechanisms-2 and 3 can be shut down if there are any other 
problems in the system that requires a complete system shutdown. 
 The microcontroller used to control the silverware drop mechanism is a PIC 
16F877 microcontroller, which is a 40 pin IC. It operates on an external crystal at 
20MHz. This microcontroller is programmed using the Ponts Cooperative Scheduler 
method, since it drives the stepper motor used to drive the conveyor system, Roller-1 
used in the bin mechanism, and the solenoid used to control the Folding Mechanism-1. 
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Fig 4.4 Flowchart to control Silverware Drop Mechanism and Folding Mechanism-1 
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4.4 Implementation of Folding Mechanisms-2 and Folding Mechaism-3 
 A flowchart illustrating control of folding mechanisms-2 and 3 is given in Fig 4.5. 
 
Fig 4.5 Flowchart used to control Folding Mechanism-2 and Folding Mechanism-3. 
Folding Mechanisms-2 and Folding Mechanism-3 consists of three four-bar crank rocker 
mechanisms powered using DC gearmotors and a servo motor and a DC gearmotor to 
actuate the finger mechanism used to place the first fold in Folding Mechanism-3. Eight 
feedback lines are used to monitor the position of the napkin and the crank in the four-bar 
mechanism. A PIC 16F876 microcontroller is used to program the folding mechanisms. It 
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is a 28 pin microcontroller which uses an external clock operating at 20MHz. It is 
desirable to use a separate microcontroller to operate the folding mechanisms owing to 
the number of feedback systems and the control lines required to control the gearmotors; 
this is an independent system with a set of H-bridge drivers, allowing the other 
microcontrollers to take care of the other functions relating to silverware wrapping 
operation when the wrapping process occurs, this feature will be particularly useful when 
multiple napkins need to be processed at a particular given time. The H-bridge modules 
are powered by external High Side switches controlled by the Silverware Drop 
Mechanism microcontroller. 
4.5 Operating the Device at Various Speeds 
 The throughput of the entire device is determined by the rate at which the 
conveyor system is operated. Because this project was mainly a “proof of concept” 
undertaking, we did not provide for automatic retuning of the controls with conveyor 
speed changes. Accordingly, manual retuning is required for each different speed, a time-
consuming process. The rotateable arm used by the napkin bin mechanism must be 
adjusted to the speed of the conveyor system. If the speed of the system is increased, the 
conveyor system will have to be stopped every time Folding Mechanism – 3 is actuated, 
to provide it with enough time to place the roll on the napkin before the napkin is 
progressed for the next roll. 
 A program used to control the Napkin Bin has been designed and implemented, 
together with a program to control the conveyor system and the various folding 
mechanisms, all these have been designed and implemented in both hardware and 
software. The next chapter presents results from experimentation with the system. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 
5.1 Criteria for Experimentation 
 The design of the silverware wrapping device described in the previous 
chapters is implemented. It was then tested for reliability and repeatability. Individual 
components and the complete system were assessed as follows: 
• Performance of Napkin Bin Mechanism. 
• Performance of Folding Mechanism-1 used to place the first long fold. 
• Performance of Folding Mechanisms-2 used to place the side folds. 
• Performance of Folding Mechanism-3 used to place the final series of rolls. 
• Performance of the complete system as a single unit consisting of the above 
mentioned mechanisms. 
 The performances of these components and unit were assessed by 
determining the percentage of napkins that were successfully manipulated by the specific 
component or unit. The actual number of napkins fed to a particular component was 
determined by the number correctly processed by the preceding component. 
 A batch of ten napkins each with one of ten sets of silverware consisting of a 
fork, knife and a spoon was used to test the silverware wrapping device. Initial testing of 
the silverware wrapping device indicated that in order for the napkin bin mechanism to 
function properly, the napkin should be relatively “stiff”, as would be exhibited by a 
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highly starched material, to allow proper sliding of the top napkin out from the napkin 
stack in the napkin bin. However, Folding Mechanisms-2 and 3 required a considerably 
“less stiff” napkin in order to fold properly.  
 Numerous trials with napkins of various stiffness were made, using differing 
amounts of laundry starch to vary the stiffness. No single stiffness was found that would 
allow proper function of both the bin feed and folding mechanisms. During this testing, it 
was observed that higher napkin stiffness, caused by higher laundry starch, also appeared 
to yield lower sliding friction between the top two napkins in the bin napkin stack. 
However, no precise sliding friction tests were conducted. Different pressures were tried 
between the Feed Roller-1 and the top napkin for different napkin stiffness (with all 
napkins in the stack starched equally), which led to the conclusion that reducing sliding 
friction between napkins to an acceptable level was very important. Moreover, even for 
the most highly starched napkins, such friction appeared to be considerably larger than 
that found between the top two sheets in a paper stack in a common desktop laser or ink-
jet printer, and the napkin stack compliance (in the stacking direction) appeared to be 
much lower.  
 Accordingly, to test all the components in the system, we elected to reduce 
sliding friction to an acceptable level by inserting between each napkin a sheet of vellum 
paper of the same size as the napkin. While this approach was “artificial” and required 
manual removal of the vellum as each napkin was fed from the bin, it did provide 
sufficiently low inter-layer sliding friction for the Napkin Bin Mechanism to work 
properly. For experimentation and in order to establish feasibility of other components, 
the sheets of paper present in the napkin stack were manually removed after each napkin 
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was conveyed to the silverware drop mechanism. 
5.2 Tabulation of Performance of Silverware Wrapping Device 
 Ten batches of napkins, each batch consisting of ten clean zero-starched 
napkins in a stack interleaved with vellum were used to test the system as whole, 
beginning with the napkin bin. Results are given in tables 5.1 through 5.5. Note that the 
components were tested serially, such that only those napkins that were successfully 
processed by an immediately processed by an immediately preceding component were 
used as input to its immediately following component. Napkins that were not successfully 
processed were removed manually. Thus, in general, the number of napkins used as 
inputs to serial components decreased with progression through the series. 
5.2.1 Results for Napkin Bin Mechanism: 
 The failures that occurred in the napkin bin mechanism indicated in Table 
5.1, can be attributed for the most part to variations in the amount of napkin that was 
delivered by the napkin bin roller. In almost all cases of failure, the napkin was held 
between the belt traversing over the partial cylindrical profile and the rotateable arm, but 
since the length of the napkin delivered by the napkin bin roller was sometimes less than 
needed, the napkin could not be successfully be delivered to the silverware drop and 




No of Napkins 
processed 
No of napkins 
processed correctly 
Percent Correct (%) 
1 10 8 80 
2 10 6 60 
3 10 8 80 
4 10 8 80 
5 10 8 80 
6 10 9 90 
7 10 8 80 
8 10 10 100 
9 10 8 80 
10 10 9 90 
Total 100 82 82 
Table 5.1: Performance of Napkin Bin Mechanism 
 We note from Table 5.1 that approximately two out of ten napkins failed to 
be properly delivered from the napkin bin, which is well above a desired failure rate of 
less than one in hundred. 
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5.2.2 Results for Folding Mechanism-1 and Silverware Drop Mechanism: 
 Table 5.2 indicates an overall success rate of approximately 93% for the 
combined Silverware Drop and Folding Mechanism – 1. However, the failures occurred 
only in Folding Mechanism-1. These failures were all caused by the napkin leading tip 
being off-center as it approached Folding Mechanism -1, such that the fingers could not 
grasp the napkin tip to execute the first fold over the silverware set. Again, the failure rate 
was well above a desired rate of less than 1%. 
Trial Number 
No of Napkins 
processed 
No of napkins 
processed correctly 
Percent Correct (%) 
1 8 7 87.5 
2 6 6 100 
3 8 7 87.5 
4 8 7 87.5 
5 8 8 100 
6 9 7 77.8 
7 8 8 100 
8 10 10 100 
9 8 7 87.5 
10 9 9 100 
Total 82 76 92.7 
Table 5.2: Performance of Folding Mechanism-1 and Silverware Drop Mechanism 
5.2.3 Results for Folding Mechanisms-2: 
Table 5.3 presents results for Folding Mechanism-2. Failures occurred when the 
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position of the napkin was shifted towards one side from the other. Again, such 
misalignment was caused principally by failure of the napkin bin mechanism to deliver a 
napkin centered on the conveyor belts. Also some of the failures can be attributed to the 
inability of the folding mechanism to force the side folds to be placed on the napkin, 
thereby allowing the napkin to spring back open. This appeared to be due to varying 
mechanical properties of different napkins. 
Trial Number 
No of Napkins 
processed 
No of napkins 
processed correctly 
Percent Correct (%) 
1 7 7 100 
2 7 6 85.7 
3 7 6 85.7 
4 7 7 100 
5 8 6 75 
6 7 6 85.7 
7 8 7 87.5 
8 10 10 100 
9 7 6 85.7 
10 9 9 100 
Total 76 69 90.8 
Table 5.3: Performance of Folding Mechanisms-2 
 Clearly, a failure rate of 9% is excessive compared to a desired rate of less 
than 1%.
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5.2.4 Results for Folding Mechanism-3: 
 Folding Mechanism-3 was reasonably successful with zero-starched 
napkins, as shown in Table 5.4. Some of the folded napkins were poor folds, again 
attributed to the misalignment in the position of the napkin on the belt. Folds placed by 
Folding Mechanisms – 1 and 2 were not consistent in quality, due mainly to variability in 
napkin properties from one to another accordingly,  the sensor sensing the position of the 
napkin being fed to Folding Mechanism – 3 was sometimes triggered either earlier or 
latter than desired, thereby causing a poor wrap. 
Trial Number 
No of Napkins 
processed 
No of napkins 
processed correctly 
Percent Correct (%) 
1 7 7 100 
2 5 5 100 
3 6 6 100 
4 7 7 100 
5 6 6 100 
6 6 6 100 
7 7 7 100 
8 10 9 90 
9 6 6 100 
10 9 9 100 
Total 69 68 98.6 
Table 5.4: Performance of Folding Mechanism-3 
While the percentage of acceptably rolled napkins was higher for this mechanism than 
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another, “acceptable” was very broadly defined as described in section 5.26. 
5.2.5 Results for Silverware Wrapping Mechanism as a Unified Device: 
 Failure of any of the above mentioned devices is a failure by the Silverware 
Wrapping Mechanism as a unified device. The percent of napkins that have been 
processed correctly is given by the product of the efficiencies of the individual devices. 
All those napkins that have passed successfully through all the mechanisms are 
considered successful. Table 5.5 presents results, showing that in overall, the unified 
device processed correctly only 68% of the napkins starting in the napkin bin. Such a rate 
is well below a target level of 99% or better, leaving large opportunity for improvement 
Trial Number 
No of Napkins 
processed 
No of napkins 
processed correctly 
Percent Correct (%) 
1 10 7 70 
2 10 5 50 
3 10 6 60 
4 10 7 70 
5 10 6 60 
6 10 6 60 
7 10 7 70 
8 10 9 90 
9 10 6 60 
10 10 9 90 
Total 100 68 68 
Table 5.5: Performance of the Silverware Wrapping Device 
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5.2.6 Quality of Wrap 
 Successfully wrapped silverware is categorized into one of four types, 
identified and pictured in Figures 5.1 – 5.4. The first type is a Very Good Wrap, shown in 
Figure 5.1, a set of wrapped silverware such that opposite ends of the wrap are planar and 
approximately parallel with each other, and the wrapping is significantly tight.  
 
Fig 5.1 Picture of a Very Good Wrap 
 The second type is a Good Wrap, Figure 5.2, a set of wrapped silverware 




Fig 5.2 Picture of a Good Wrap 
 The third type is a Fair Wrap, Figure 5.3, a set of wrapped silverware 
sufficiently tight, but either one or both ends are not planar. 
 
Fig 5.3 Picture of a Fair Wrap 
 The fourth type is a Poor Wrap, Figure 5.4, a set of wrapped silverware 
successfully wrapped, but with an insufficiently tight or loose wrap. 
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Fig 5.4 Picture of a Poor Wrap 
 The process is considered successful only if the roll falls into the category of 
napkins described below and illustrated in Figures 5.1 – 5.4. 
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Table 5.6 gives results on the number of wrapped silverware categorized by the type of 

















1 7 1 2 3 1 
2 5 1 2 1 1 
3 6 0 3 1 2 
4 7 2 2 2 1 
5 6 2 2 1 1 
6 6 1 3 2 0 
7 7 1 3 2 1 
8 9 1 5 2 1 
9 6 2 1 2 1 
10 9 1 3 5 0 
Total 68 12 26 21 9 
Percentages 100 17.65 38.24 30.88 13.24 
Table 5.6 Categorizing the Wrapped Silverware  
 Clearly, there is room for improvement in decreasing to zero the percentage 
of fair and poor wraps. 
5.2.7 Experimentation of Wrapping Process with Manual Napkin Feed 
 In order to verify the above mentioned inferences, a test was conducted to 
determine if most of the failures are because of the napkin bin mechanism. Twenty zero-
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starched napkins were manually fed to the wrapping system consisting of Silverware 
Drop Mechanism, Folding Mechanism – 1, Folding Mechanisms – 2 and Folding 
Mechanism – 3. Table 5.4 presents a summary of the type of roll obtained during this 
process. None of the wraps can be categorized under Good Wrap as the napkins were fed 









Very  Good 
Wraps 
Number of Fair 
Wraps 
Number of poor  
Wraps 
20 20 13 7 0 
Percentages 100 65 35 0 
Table 5.7: Categorizing the Wrapped Silverware by Manual Feed of Napkin 
Clearly, from Table 5.7, it is evident that the failure rate is due to the erroneous feeding 
of napkins by the napkin bin mechanism to the folding mechanisms. Also 65% of the 
napkins were Very Good Wraps, and the remaining 35% were Fair Wraps, indicating that 
Poor Wraps were formed by the erroneous feed of the napkin bin mechanism. 
 Results in Tables 5.1 – 5.6, together with observations are used to derive 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Conclusions 
 This research has focused on the design, development, implementation and 
evaluation of an Automated Silverware Wrapping Mechanism. This system is capable of 
retrieving a single napkin from a stack of napkins and wrapping a set of silverware placed 
in a silverware drop box. Contributions of this research can be summarized as follows: 
 Design and construction of a mechanism for moving a stack of napkins towards 
and away from a napkin singulation mechanism. 
 Design and implementation of a napkin retrieving mechanism consisting of a 
napkin bin roller, moveable arm and belt mechanism. Space savings were realized 
by locating the napkin bin beneath the rest of the mechanisms.  
  Design and implementation of an effective conveyor system to convey the napkin 
retrieved from the napkin bin to the wrapping mechanisms. 
 Design and implementation of a silverware drop mechanism to drop silverware on 
the napkin as it travels below this mechanism. 
 Design and implementation of Folding Mechanism-1 used to place the first long 
fold on the napkin over the silverware. 
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 Design and implementation of Folding Mechanism-2, consisting of four bar 
mechanisms powered by DC gearmotors, to place side folds on the napkin 
containing silverware with a first fold. 
 Design and implementation of  Folding Mechanism-3, consisting of a four bar 
mechanism powered by a DC gearmotor, specially designed folding pads, and a 
servo and DC gearmotor powered finger holding mechanism, to place the final 
sequence of rolls. 
 Design and implementation of the control unit using 6 microcontrollers, which co-
ordinate with one another to establish the entire wrapping process. The control 
unit is equipped with additional ports to obtain feedback to accommodate future 
modifications, together with additional control units to control additional stepper, 
DC motors and solenoids. 
 Design and implementation of a feedback mechanism using optical en-coders to 
co-ordinate the three stepper motors used to move the bin containing the stack of 
napkins. 
 Design and implementation of feedback mechanisms to detect the position of 
napkins and trigger the appropriate mechanisms. 
 Research and selection of various drive controllers to control different motors, 
installed appropriately depending on the mechanism. 
 Provision of the system with communication capabilities to work as a unit in the 
existing Silverware Automation Process, consisting of singulation, identification, 
inspection and sorting. 
 Design and implementation of Algorithms to: 
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• Control the Silverware Drop Mechanism, Folding Mechanism – 1 and 
Conveyor unit. 
• Control Folding Mechanisms – 2 and Folding Mechanism – 3. 
 Implementation of communication protocols in order for the complete system to 
function as a single unit. 
 The entire unit consisting of various components correctly processed 68% of the 
napkins entering the system. Correctly processed percentages of the various units 
were: 
• Napkin Bin Mechanism: 82%. 
• Folding Mechanism-1 and Silverware Drop Mechanism: 92.7% 
• Folding Mechanism-2: 90.8%. 
• Folding Mechanism-3: 98.6%. 
Clearly the successful processing rate of the overall system and each of components is 
well below a desired target of more than 99%. There is much room for improvement, and 
recommendations addressing these are given in the next section. The Napkin Bin feed 
mechanism, which not only had the lowest success rate, but also caused the low success 
rate of Folding Mechanism. 
6.2 Recommendations 
 Following are recommendations for enhancement of the silverware wrapping 
process: 
 Table 5.7 clearly indicates that the success rate of the device depends heavily on 
the way that napkin is fed to the wrapping section of the process. An improvised 
Napkin Bin Mechanism must be designed to solve the problem of sliding friction 
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between the napkins, which requires the current Napkin Bin Mechanism to use a 
stack of napkins interleaved with paper. The improvised Napkin Bin Mechanism 
must also be designed to deliver properly aligned napkins to the silverware 
wrapping device, when fed to the wrapping section of the silverware wrapping 
device. 
 Increase distance between the two fingers in Folding Mechanism – 1 to obtain an 
improved long fold, thereby minimizing the chances for a failure in Folding 
Mechanism-2. 
 Improve Folding Mechanism-2 by making the four bar mechanisms more robust 
and stable to obtain more angular displacement for the folding pads. 
 Improve Folding Mechanism-3 by adding additional sensors. It currently utilizes 
only a single pair of infrared trans-receiver pair to sense the position of the 
napkin over it, causing the sensor to trigger at times when Folding Mechanism-2 
places a fold which is slightly offset, causing the ends to overhang ahead of the 
actual napkin containing silverware. 
 Replace the stepper motors used to drive the bin roller and the conveyor system 
with servomotors in order to avoid heating problems. 
 Design and implement a system to collect silverware sets and feed to the 
silverware drop mechanism. 
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APPENDIX A  
ABSTRACTS OF PATENTS 
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1 U.S. Patent 5,469,688 
Title:  Method for wrapping silverware in a napkin 
Inventors: Dunbar; Michael D. (873 Neil Ave., Columbus, OH 43215); Vohnout; 
Vincent J. (Columbus, OH); 
Appl. No.: 097847 
Filed: July 26, 1993. 
 
Abstract 
An apparatus and method for automatically wrapping at least one eating utensil in 
a napkin includes a receiving area for at least one utensil and at least one napkin, and a 
mechanism for automatically wrapping. The mechanism for automatically wrapping 
includes a frame, a flexible belt disposed in the frame, and a belt manipulation device. 
The belt has a first surface adapted for frictional contact with the napkin. At least a 
portion of the belt is movable to form a trough in which the napkin and utensil are 
manipulated and urged by frictional contact with the belt to fold and roll, automatically 
wrapping the utensil.  
 
2 U.S. Patent 6,023,908  
Title: Method and apparatus for folding a napkin around an eating utensil 
Inventors: Vetsch; Kevin R. (1306 NW. 63rd Ter., Kansas City, MO 64118) 
Appl. No.: 864014 
Filed: May 27, 1997 . 
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Abstract 
The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for rolling a napkin 
around silverware. The device comprises a housing having a conveyor belt system for 
advancing a napkin there through along a substantially horizontal path. As the napkin 
traverses said path, it contacts a folding belt which causes a corner of the napkin to be 
folded back onto itself. A knife, fork or other piece of silverware is delivered from 
storage bins in timed relation to the movement of the napkin to ensure placement thereon. 
The napkin and silverware then contact a rapidly moving rolling belt which rolls the 
napkin around the silverware. The rolled napkin and silverware are then transported out 
of the housing and on to an external holding bin.  
 
3 U.S. Patent 6,202,387  
Title: Apparatus and method for banding wrapped silverware. 
Inventors: Brown; William Edward (Nashville, TN); Clanton; Dwight (Shelbyville, TN); 
Mudd; Reginald M. (503 Dawn Pl., Lebanon, TN 37087); Gray; Charles 
Woodard (Gallatin, TN) 
Appl. No.: 388779 




An apparatus and method for banding a wrapped silverware arrangement with a 
two-sided segment of banding material bearing a treatable adhesive on one side thereof 
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utilizes a pair of jaw members which are movable between open and closed conditions 
for capturing a wrapped silverware arrangement and a clamp assembly for holding an end 
of a banding material segment. With an end of the banding material segment held by the 
clamp assembly and the jaw members being disposed in an open condition, the jaw 
members are lowered onto a wrapped silverware arrangement so that the banding 
material segment is draped across the wrapped silverware arrangement and so that 
subsequent movement of the jaw members to the closed condition captures the silverware 
arrangement between the jaw members and positions the banding material segment in an 
inverted U-shaped orientation about the wrapped silverware arrangement. The one end of 
the banding material segment is thereafter released from the clamp assembly and exposed 
to heat to render the adhesive borne by one region of the segment tacky. The wrapped 
silverware arrangement is thereafter rotated about its longitudinal axis so that the tacky 
region of adhesive is moved into contact with another surface region of the banding 
material segment so that the banding material segment is thereby secured in a band about 
the wrapped silverware arrangement.  
 
4 U.S. Patent 6,023,913  
Title: Apparatus and method for wrapping silverware within a napkin. 
Inventors: Gray; Charles Woodard (Tallahassee, FL); Brown; William Edward
(Nashville, TN); Clanton; Dwight (Shelbyville, TN) 
Appl. No.: 188814 




An apparatus and method for wrapping a napkin about silverware items into a 
wrapped arrangement involves a worktable within which is provided an upwardly-
opening trough for accepting a napkin and silverware items positioned therein. The 
napkin is automatically placed over the opening of the trough in a spread condition and 
then silverware items are automatically directed onto the napkin so that the silverware 
falls to the bottom of the trough thereby positioning the napkin between the silverware 
and the bottom of the trough. A rotatable blade is positioned within the trough for 
automatically spinning the napkin and silverware items about the longitudinal axis of the 
trough until the napkin and silverware items are wound in a wrapped arrangement. The 
wrapped arrangement is thereafter removed from the trough in preparation of a 
subsequent napkin-wrapping operation.  
 
 
5 U.S. Patent 6,615,566  
Title: Apparatus and method for automatically wrapping silverware in a napkin. 
Inventors: Heisey; John L. (Phenix, AL) 
Appl. No.: 047441 
Filed: January 14, 2002. 
 
Abstract 
An apparatus and method are provided for wrapping a napkin around one or more 
utensils, wherein the utensils each have first end and a second ends defining a 
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longitudinal axis. The utensil wrapping apparatus includes a utensil manipulator for 
placing the utensil adjacent to the surface of the napkin. First and second utensil engaging 
devices are provided for releasably engaging the first and second ends of the utensil and 
the portions of said napkin respectively adjacent the first and second ends of said utensil, 
such that said napkin and said utensil are held in a fixed relative position. A napkin guide 
for wrapping the napkin around the utensil, wherein the napkin guide is manipulable to 
orbit the longitudinal axis such that the napkin guide contacts the napkin and thereby 
wraps the napkin around said utensil.  
 
6 U.S. Patent 6,615,566  
Title: Automated flatware and napkin assembling apparatus. 
Inventors: Miano; Mario L. (731 Sitka St., Fort Collins, CO 80524); Nelson; Kevin W.
(1401 Sugarpine St., Fort Collins, CO 80524) 
Appl. No.: 641357 
Filed: August 15, 2003. 
 
Abstract 
An apparatus that wraps dinner flatware in a paper napkin in an automated 
manner and secures it with a paper label is disclosed. The invention includes input 
hoppers for knives, forks, spoons, and napkins which are located on the front and top part 
of the unit. Additionally, a roll of paper napkins and a roll of securing paper labels are 
provided on top with their own automatic dispensing means. A plastic cover secures the 
entire top of the invention to protect it from dust and dirt as well as accidental contact 
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during operation. Internal mechanisms then take one of each piece of flatware and fold 
and roll it in a napkin. The completed napkin unit then drops out the bottom of the 
invention, where it is collected for use. The invention is capable of processing up to 50 
sets of flatware during one operating run. The use of the invention provides time and 
labor savings to restaurants and other eating establishments while producing rolled 












APPENDIX B  
Drawings of Silverware Wrapping Device 
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The following statements hold good for drawings given in 
Figures B1 – B35: 
• All Dimensions indicated are in inches unless specified 
• Support structures are made up of slotted angles of size 2.25” 
by 1.5”, and thickness 0.1” unless specified. 
• Support structures are not marked for dimensions until and 
unless required. 










































Table B1: Reference for Figure B1 
Label 
Number Description 
1 Static Guide for over which belt to pickup the napkin from the napkin bin traverses 
2 Conveyor System 
3 Napkin Bin Roller 
4 Silverware Drop Mechanism 
5 Folding Mechanism-1 
6 Folding Mechanisms-2 
7 Finger Mechanism used by Folding Mechanism – 3 
8 Folding Mechanism – 3 
9 Napkin Bin Tray to Hold Napkins 
10 Stepper Motor To Drive Conveyor System 







































































































1&5 Lead Screw Motor HSI motors E43H4C- 12-8070117 3 
2 Bin Roller McMaster Carr 2497K5 1 
3 Stepper Motor to Power Bin Roller Applied Motion 834-HT23-397 1 
4 Conveyor Idler McMaster Carr 2277T31 1 
6 Bearing Shaft McMaster Carr 6061K33 3 




Scale: 1” =  11.5” 
Figure B6: Top view of napkin Bin Mechanism 
Scale: 1” = 8.2” 
 












































Profile Used by 
napkin bin 
mechanism to pick 
napkin 
- - 1 
2 Bearing Shafts McMaster Carr 6061K25 1 
3&12 Bearing McMaster Carr 5913K54 2 
4 Timing Belt McMaster Carr 6484K404 1 
Timing Pulley: 
6495K511 2 5 Timing Pulley and JA Bushing Mc Master Carr JA Bushing: 
6086K11 2 
6 Conveyor Roller McMaster Carr 2277T34 1 
Shaft: 
6061K25 1 7 Conveyor Belt Support Shaft McMaster Carr Bearing: 
5913K54 2 
8 Conveyor Roller McMaster Carr 2277T28 1 




6061K73 2 10 
Conveyor Drive 
Pulley McMaster Carr 
Bearings: 
6244K51 4 







Scale: 1” = 9.36” 

















































6061K73 2 1 
Conveyor Drive 
Roller(Consists of 
Pulley, Shaft and 
Bearings) 




6495K511 2 Timing Gears and JA Bushing Mc Master Carr JA Bushing: 
6086K11 
3 
3 Timing Belt Mc Master Carr 6484K404 1 
4 Timing Belt Mc Master Carr 6484K175 1 





Scale: 1” = 3.43” 










































Figure B13: Orthographic View of Folding 
Mechanism – 1 
Scale: 1” = 1.78”
Figure B14: Side View of Folding 
Mechanism – 1 
Scale: 1” = 1.33”
Figure B15: Top View of Folding 
Mechanism – 1 
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Figure B16: Orthographic View of Folding 
Mechanism – 2 
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1 Folding Flap - - 1 
2 Four Bar Mechanism - - 1 
3 DC gearmotor Jameco HN-GH12-1926Y 1 
4 Aluminum Frame - - 1 
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Scale: 1” = 3.37”
Figure B17: Front View of Folding Mechanism – 2 
Scale: 1” = 3.02”













































- - 2 
2 Folding Pads - - 3 
3 Connecting Shaft Mc Master Carr 6061K41 1 
4 Four Bar Mechanism Mc Master Carr - 1 




































Scale: 1” = 1.15”
Figure B21: Side View of Folding Mechanism - 3 
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Scale: 1” = 0.76”
Figure B22: Side View of Folding Pad Used in Folding Mechanism - 3 
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Figure B23: Orthographic View of Arm Mechanism used to pick 
Napkin from Napkin Bin
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1 Drive System For Arm Mechanism - - 2 
2 Bearing Mc Master Carr 5913K51 2 
3 Aluminum Shaft - - 1 
4 Rubber Tube Mc Master Carr 5235K54 28” 
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Scale: 1” = 6”
Figure B24: Top View of Arm Mechanism used to pick Napkin from 
Napkin Bin
Scale: 1” = 6.29”




Figure B26: Orthographic View of Drive System to Drive Arm 
Mechanism used to pick Napkin from Napkin Bin 
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1 DC gearmotor Mc Master Carr 6409K26 1 
2 Shaft Coupler Mc Master Carr 60845K55 1 
3 Plain Shaft Bearing Mc Master Carr 2938T16 2 




















































1&5 Support Shaft Mc Master Carr 6112K37 2 
2 Rack Mc Master Carr 57655K64 1 
3 DC servomotor Futaba FP-S148 1 
4 Shaft Mc Master Carr 1162K32 1 
6 Bearing Mc Master Carr 6687K31 4 
7 Spur Gear Mc Master Carr 57655K56 1 
8 DC gearmotor Jameco HN-GH12-1640Y 1 































































































Stainless Steel Sheets of thickness 0.1” 
are used to fabricate the profiles 
 
Figure B30: Orthographic View of 
Profile used By Napkin Pickup System 
 
Scale: 1” = 4.67”
Figure B31: Side View of Profile used By Napkin Pickup System 
Scale: 1” = 6.06”







5 Figure B33: Orthographic View of 
Silverware Drop Mechanism 
 
Scale: 1” = 4.27”
Figure B34: Top View of Profile Silverware 
Drop Mechanism 
Scale: 1” = 3.43”
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Figure B35: Side View of Silverware Drop 
Mechanism 










1 Pull Solenoid Mc Master Carr 69905K48  1 
2 Flexible Line - - 1 
3 Opening to Drop Silverware - - - 
4 Hinges - - 2 












APPENDIX C  
Circuit Diagrams of Various microcontrollers
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 Circuit diagrams for microcontrollers 1, 2, and 3 are given in this section. The 
circuit diagram is given in Fig. C1, with legend as follows: 
 
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 – Stepper motor driver module Kit-158 from kitsrus.com. 
D7 – H-bridge driver unit, NMIH-0050 from newmicros.com 
L1 – 12VDC pull solenoid rated at 10W continuous duty; McMaster part number: 
69905K48. 
L2 – Power for Folding Mechanisms-2 driver unit. 
L3 – No Load Connected (For future upgrades) 
L4 – Power for Folding Mechanism-3 driver unit. 
L5 – 2 x 24VDC 1.08A dcgearmotor used to drive the rotary arm used in the bin 
mechanism. 
L6 – 3 x E43H4C-12-8070117 stepper motor from HSI motors. 
L7 – No Load Connected (For future upgrades) 
L8 – No Load Connected (For future upgrades) 
L9 – No Load Connected (For future upgrades) 
L10, L11, L12 – No Load (For future upgrades) 
L13 – 12VDC Solenoid rated at 11W continuous duty; McMaster part number: 70155K5 
L14 – 15VDC Solenoid rated at 15W continuous duty; Magnetic Sensor system series S-
20-125-H. 
L15 – 8618L-02E-01 Stepper motor from Lin Engineering, used to driver conveyor 
system. 
L16 – HT23-397 Stepper motor from Applied Motion Products used to drive Roller-1. 
 
ZTT 20 MX – Chip Crystal used as the external clock for the microcontroller. 
IPS 511 – High side switch. 




Circuit Diagram for Microcontrollers 1, 2, and 3. 
* Pin labels as given by manufacturers. 
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 Figure C2 gives the circuit diagram for the feedback lines connected from 
Microcontroller-1, Microcontroller-2 and Microconntroller-3 to the DB-25 breakout 
board from Winford Engineering. The functions of the 25 feedback lines accommodated 
in the system as labeled in the figure are as follows. 
 
1 – Ground 
2 – Logic Supply +5VDC 
3 – Ground 
4 – No Connection 
5 – No Connection 
6 – No Connection 
7 – No Connection 
8 – No Connection 
9 – No Connection 
10 – No Connection 
11 – No Connection 
12 – IR sensor to indicate if napkin bin is empty 
13 – No Connection 
14 – Trip switch to indicate if bin tray has reached the bottom 
15 – Trip switch to indicate if rotateable arm has reached lower position 
16 – Trip switch to indicate if rotateable arm has reached napkin dispensing position 
17 – IR sensor to detect if napkin is outside the napkin tray 
18 – IR sensor to detect if napkin the at the top of the napkin stack is in contact with 
Roller - 1 
19 – No Connection 
20 – IR sensor to detect if napkin is within range of Folding Mechanism-1.  
21 – No Connection 
22 – No Connection 
23 – No Connection 
24 – PIN C0 from Microcontroller – 4 





Circuit Diagram for Feedback Lines 
* Pin labels as given by manufacturer of microcontrollers 
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 Figure C3 gives the circuit diagram for microcontroller-4 used to control Folding 
Mechanisms-2 and Folding Mechanism-3. The load and feedback details, labeled in the 
figure are as follows. 
 
L1 – 12VDC gearmotor rated at 100 RPM @ 60 mA to drive Folding mechanism -3. 
L2 –  No Load Connected. 
L3 – 12VDC gearmotor rated at 100 RPM @ 60 mA to control the left flap in Folding 
Mechanism -2. 
L4 – 12VDC gearmotor rated at 100 RPM @ 60 mA to control the right flap in Folding 
Mechanism - 2.  
F1 – IR feedback used to control L4. 
F2 – IR feedback used to detect napkin within Folding Mechanism – 3. 
F3 – IR feedback used to detect napkin within right folding pad in Folding Mechanism–2.  
F4 – IR feedback used to control L1. 
F5 – IR feedback used to detect napkin within left folding pad in Folding Mechanism – 3. 
F6 – IR feedback used to control L3. 
F7 – Feedback to Microcontroller – 3. 
F8 – Feedback to Microcontroller – 4. 
F9 – Spare Feedback Line. 
F10 – Spare Feedback Line. 
ZTT 20 MX – Chip Crystal used as the external clock for the microcontroller. 







Circuit Diagram – Microcontroller 4 
* Pin labels as given by corresponding manufacturers 
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Figure C4 gives the circuit diagram for the feedback control required to ensure 
that the bin motors run synchronously. The encoder details used are as follows. 
 
E1, E2, E3 – RM – 21 encoder model from RENCO whose resolution is 1000 
CPR. 
MC 3486P – Line driver 
CD 4516 – Counter 





Circuit Diagram – Microcontroller -5 
* Pin labels as given by corresponding manufacturers 
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 Fig C5 is the circuit diagram used to generate the 38KHz pulse required to drive 
the infrared LED’s used in the feedback system. The output from the microcontroller is 
fed to a quad H-bridge driver L293. The quad H-bridge unit is used to ensure that enough 




Circuit Diagram – Pulse Generator for IR LED’s 












APPENDIX D  
Four Bar Mechanism Analysis
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 A Four-Bar Mechanism, as described by its name consists of four links attached 
as shown in Fig D1. 
 





 When the members a & c, b & d are of equal lengths, the motion from members 
‘a’ and ‘c’ are rotary. But when member ‘c’ is longer than that of  member ‘a’ and when 
member ‘b’ is not necessarily member ‘d’, and member ‘d’ is fixed, the mechanism 
becomes a crank and rocker mechanism as shown in Figure D2. This mechanism is used 
to implement Folding Mechanisms-2 and Folding Mechanisms-3. 
 
Figure D2: Four-Bar Rocker Mechanism 
 For a given value of  length of member ‘a’ and member ‘d’, and a given value of  
minimum values of ‘x’ and ‘y’, we can determine the value of the lengths of members of 
‘b’ and ‘c’ given by the equations. 
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 Once the distance of all the four members have been determined, the four bar 
mechanism can be simulated in order to obtain its performance based on various 
parameters. 
 Figure D3 is used to determine the kinematics of the four bar rocker mechanism. 
 




 The Free body diagrams and equations of the members of length ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ are 





Figure D4: Free Body Diagram of the crank in the crank and rocker mechanism 































Figure D5: Free Body Diagram of the Connecting member in the Four Bar Rocker 
Mechanism 





















Figure D6: Free Body Diagram of Rocker Mechanism in the Four Bar Rocker 
Mechanism 



















From equations (2), (5) and (8), 
)10(4321 ⎯→=== xxxx FFFF  
From Equation (4) 












Also From Figure D5: 
)11(0)sin()cos()( 2222 ⎯→=−+− βββ bFbgmyFJ x&&  
Also From Figure D6: 
)12(0)sin()cos()( 2223 ⎯→=++− φφφ cFcgmyFJ x&&  
From Equation (11) 
)13()sin()cos( 2222 ⎯→⎯−=+ bgmJbFbF xy βββ &&  
bgmJcbcbccgmJccccc
Let
2265423321 ),cos(),sin(,),cos(),sin( −===−=== ββββφφ &&&&
 
Equations (12) and (13) can be rewritten as 
)14(24256 ⎯→⎯+= xFcyFcc  
)15(21223 ⎯→−= xFcyFcc  
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Derivation of Equations (18) through (22) is described in “Theory of Machines” by 
R.S.Khurmi & J.K.Gupta(1999). 
Based on the above stated Equations a matlab program is used to obtain the forces acting 
on the mechanism and consequently the input torque is derived. The Following plots are 
obtained.The following assumptions have been made in the program in order to obtain 
the graphs shown in figure D7: 
 The Frictional Components of the system are neglected. 
 The following values are assumed 
m1 = 0.003kg, m2 = 0.003kg, m3 = 0.04kg, a = 5cm, d=10cm,r=15.3cm, x = 10º, 
 y = 25 º(masses have been calculated based on rough estimates of dimensions of 
various members) 
 The mass moment of inertias J1, J2, J3 are given by 




Figure D7: Various plots describing the kinematics of the Four Bar Rocker Mechanism 
The input torque graph shows that the input torque required to drive the 
mechanism is around 0.7Nm but the torque that will be exerted on the motor is significant 
and hence an H-bridge circuit is essential to make sure that there is some braking 
involved in the mechanism. 
The lengths of the other two members are calculated as b=9.9391cm and 
c=5.1804. 
Based on the information obtained from the simulation, a dc gearmotor with a 
stall torque of 1.57Nm which is significantly higher than 0.7Nm of torque 
required to drive the four bar mechanism, providing a factor of safety of 2.25 
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which is assumed to overcome frictional losses and other losses which were 
not considered. 
The matlab program used to obtain the above plot is given below: 
clc 
clear 
warning off MATLAB:divideByZero 
%Defining the constants used in the program 
g = 9.8; 
a1 = 10/100; 
d1 = 5/100; 
x = 10; 
y =25; 
N=100; 
%The following code segment is used to calculate the lengths of the unknown members 
%of the four bar mechanism  
x = pi*x/180; 
y = pi*y/180; 
b1 = 2*d1*(cos(x)+cos(pi-y)) -2*a1*(cos(pi-y)-cos(x)); 
b1 = 4*a1*d1/b1; 
c1 = sqrt(power(a1+d1,2)+power(b1,2) - 2*(a1+d1)*b1*cos(x)); 
a = d1; 
b = c1; 
c = b1; 
d = a1; 
%printing the values obtained to the screen 
a = a*100 
b = b*100 
c = c*100 
d = d*100 
a = a/100; 
b = b/100; 
c = c/100; 
d = d/100; 
x = x*180/pi 
y = y*180/pi 
x = x*pi/180; 
y = y*pi/180; 
%calculate the angular velocity and the mass moment of inertias 
i=0; 
omega1 = (2*pi*N)/60; 
alpha1 = 0; 
m1 = 0.1; 
m2 = 0.1; 
m3 = 0.4; 
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J1 = m1*power(a,2)/3; 
J2 = m2*power(b,2)/3; 
J3 = m3*power(c+0.2,2)/3; 
%Simulating the model for two revolutions for every single degree 
for j=0:1:2*360 
i=i+1; 
theta(i) = j*pi/180; 
k1 = d/a; 
k2 = d/c; 
k3 = (power(a,2)-power(b,2)+power(c,2)+power(d,2))/(2*a*c); 
k4 = d/b; 
k5 = (power(c,2)-power(a,2)-power(b,2)-power(d,2))/(2*a*b); 
A = (1-k2)*cos(theta(i)) + k3 - k1; 
B = -2*sin(theta(i)); 
C = k1+k3-(1+k2)*cos(theta(i)); 
D = (k4+1)*cos(theta(i))+k5-k1; 
E = -2*sin(theta(i)); 
F = (k4-1)*cos(theta(i))+k5+k1; 
phi(i) = 2*atan((-B-sqrt(power(B,2)-4*A*C))/(2*A)); 
beta(i) = 2*atan((-E-sqrt(power(E,2)-4*D*F))/(2*D)); 
omega2(i) = (-a*omega1*sin(phi(i)-theta(i))/(b*sin(phi(i)-beta(i)))); 







c1 = c*sin(pi - phi(i)); 
c2 = c*cos(pi - phi(i)); 
c3 = J3*alpha3(i) - c*m2*g; 
c4 = b*sin(beta(i)); 
c5 = b*cos(beta(i)); 
c6 = J2*alpha2(i) - m2*g*b; 
F2y(i) = (c3*c4 + c6*c1)/(c2*c4 + c5*c1); 
F2x(i) = (c6*c2 - c3*c5)/(c1*c5 + c4*c2); 
torque(i) = +F2x(i)*a*sin(theta(i))+F2y(i)*a*cos(theta(i)); 
time(i) = theta(i)/omega1; 
phi(i) = phi(i)*180/pi; 
theta(i) = theta(i)*180/pi; 
beta(i) = beta(i)*180/pi; 
end 





ylabel('\phi^o  & \beta^o'); 







ylabel('\omega2(rad/s) & \omega3(rad/s)'); 








ylabel('\alpha2(rad/s^2) and \alpha3(rad/s^2)'); 


















APPENDIX E  
Programs Developed for Various 
Microcontrollers 
Programming Language for all Programs is CCS© PCW Compiler 
PCM Version 3.207 
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The following code is used to control microcontroller-1 which is intended to 
interface with the computer:- 
 
#include<16F877.h> 
#use delay(clock = 20000000) 
#use rs232(baud = 19200, parity = N, xmit = PIN_C6, rcv = PIN_C7) 
void main(void) 
{ 
 output_low(PIN_C3);//disabling all microcontrollers to ready status 
 output_low(PIN_C2);//disabling all microcontrollers to ready status 
 output_low(PIN_C1);//disabling all microcontrollers to ready status 
 delay_ms(2000);//giving time for other microcontrollers to get ready 
 while(1)//getting into an infinite loop to process requests 
 { 
  output_high(PIN_C2);//Master signal to signal other microcontrollers  
//to get ready 
  while(input(PIN_B6)==1)//check for feedback from napkin position  
//indicator 
  { 
   output_low(PIN_C1);//signalling error to BIN microcontroller that  
//the bin is empty 
   while(input(PIN_C0)==0)//wait for bin microcontroller to bring back  
//bin to base 
    printf("Out of napkin, bringing the napkin bin back to base\r"); 
   printf("\r\n\r\nNapkin base at bottom, Reload and then press any  
key\r\n"); 
   getch();//get confirmation from user 
  } 
  output_high(PIN_C1);//signalling microcontrollers to do their  
//functions 
  output_high(PIN_C2);//signalling microcontrollers to do their  
//functions 
  output_high(PIN_C3);//signalling microcontrollers to do their  
//functions 
  delay_ms(1000);//giving time for them to respond 
  output_low(PIN_C3);//signalling microcontrollers to stop once napkin  
//is pulled out 
  printf("press any key when napkin is out\r\n"); 






The following code is used to program microcontroller – 2 which is used to control 
the napkin bin mechanism:- 
 
#include<16F876.h> 
#use delay(clock = 20000000) 
#use rs232(baud = 19200, parity = N, xmit = PIN_C6, rcv = PIN_C7) 
unsigned long int timervalue = 255 - (1*20000/4),flagx = 0,flagy = 0; 
int flbackward = 0,armupflag = 0,armdownflag = 0,binticks = 
0,flhighlowbin=0,binspeedflag = 1,binticksvalue=0; 
int flforward = 0, forward = 0, backward = 0; 
#int_TIMER1 //interrupt set on timer 1 to keep the motors running in  
//multiples of milliseconds 
TIMER1_isr() 
{ 
 if(input(PIN_B6) == 0) 
 { 
  output_low(PIN_B2); //stop main motor 
  output_low(PIN_B3); //stop roller motor 
  disable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//disabling the timer once the bin  
//tray has reached the bottom 
  disable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//disabling global interrupts 
  output_low(PIN_B2); //stop main motor 
  output_low(PIN_B3); //stop roller motor 
  while(input(PIN_B6) == 0);//wait for error to be reset... 
  enable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//enable timer interrupts  
//to run the bin motors backward 
  enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//enabling the global interrupts 
  output_high(PIN_B2);//start main motor 
 } 
 set_timer1(timervalue); //set the timer-1 to preset value so that the  
//interrupt is called every millisecond 
 flagy = 1;//triping the flag in order for the main program to know  
//that a millisecond has passed. 
if(binticks == binticksvalue)//check for no. of ticks needed to run the  
//motors 
 { 
  if(backward == 1) //Check if bin motors are supposed to run backward 
  if(flhighlowbin == 0)//check if pulse has to be made high 
  { 
   output_high(PIN_C4);//in order to run the bin motors backward 
   output_high(PIN_C3);//make the pulse high 
   flhighlowbin = 1;//set information flag indicating that the pulse  
//has been made high 
  } 
  else//if pulse has to be made low 
  { 
   output_high(PIN_C4);//setting backward direction 
   output_low(PIN_C3);//make the pulse low for motors to go through one  
//step 
   flhighlowbin = 0;//set information flag indicating that the pulse  
//has been made low 
  } 
  if(forward == 1)//check if bin motors are supposed to run forward 
  if(flhighlowbin == 0)//check if pulse has to be made high 
  { 
   output_low(PIN_C4);//setting the pulse low for motor to run forward 
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   output_high(PIN_C3);//make the pulse high 
   flhighlowbin = 1;//set information flag indicating that the pulse  
//has been made high 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   output_low(PIN_C4);//setting the pulse low for motors to run forward 
   output_low(PIN_C3);//make the pulse low for motor to go through one  
//step 
   flhighlowbin = 0;//set information flag indicating that the pulse  
//has been made low 
  } 
  binticks = 0;//resetting the counter for number of ticks to go for  
//the next cycle 
 } 
 else//if insufficient no. of ticks to run motor then 




 char ch; 
 int flag,delay=2,flag1=0,flag2=0; 
 setup_timer_1(T1_INTERNAL | T1_DIV_BY_1);//setup timer1 to be used in  
//timer interrupt 
 setup_timer_2(T2_DIV_BY_16, 255, 16);//setup timer2 for PWM 
 set_timer1(timervalue);//initializing time to the preset value so that 




  delay_ms(2000);//initialization time for hardware to get ready.... 
  output_low(PIN_B2);//stop main motor 
  output_low(PIN_B3);//stop roller motor 
  while(input(PIN_B6)==0);//wait for error to be resorted by the main  
//PIC 
  output_high(PIN_B2);//start main motor 
 
  if(input(PIN_B5)==0)//Get information on availability of napkin 
  { 
   printf("checking for napkin\r\n"); 
   backward = 1; //set backward flag high 
   forward = 0;// set forward motion flag low 
   enable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//enable timer interrupts to run the  
//bin motors backward 
   enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//enabling the global interrupts 
   binticksvalue = 4; 
   while(input(PIN_A0)==0);//run motor backwards until the switch at  
//the bottom is activated 
   disable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//disabling the timer once the bin  
//tray has reached the bottom 
   disable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//disabling global interrupts 
   output_high(PIN_B4);//give information to master PIC that the bin  
//bottom has reached bottom 
   output_low(PIN_B3);//stop the bin roller motors 
   output_low(PIN_B2);//stop main motor 
   delay_ms(1500);// give some reaction time for the main PIC. 
   while(input(PIN_B5)==0); //wait for the bin to be reloaded 
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   forward = 1; 
   backward = 0; 
   output_low(PIN_B4);//say that the bin control PIC is ready to do its  
//function 
   output_low(PIN_B2);//start running the main motor 
  } 
  else//if napkin is available 
  { 
   forward = 1; 
   backward = 0; 
  } 
  while(input(PIN_A3) == 0)//As long as napkin is out.. 
  { 
   output_high(PIN_B4);//report error to main PIC 
   output_low(PIN_B2);//stop main motor 
   output_low(PIN_B3);//stop roller motor 
   while(input(PIN_B6)==1);//wait for main PIC to signal error 
   while(input(PIN_B6)==0);//wait for error to be resorted by the main  
//PIC 
   output_high(PIn_B2);//start main motor 
  } 
  if(input(PIN_B7) == 0) 
  { 
   disable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//setup timer1 interrupt when it  
//overflows 
   disable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//enabling the GLOBAL interrupts 
   output_low(PIN_B2); 
   output_low(PIN_B3); 
   while(input(PIN_B7) == 0);//wait for main PIC to signal requirement  
//for napkin.. 
  } 
  enable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//setup timer1 interrupt when it  
//overflows 
  enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//enabling the GLOBAL interrupts 
  output_high(PIN_B2); 
  while(1) 
  { 
   printf("Into running loop %d %d  
%d\r\n",binticksvalue,forward,backward); 
   if(input(PIN_B6) == 1) // make this 1 during runtime...... //master  
//error signal from 16F877 PIC 
     output_high(PIN_B2);//start running the main motor 
   else //if master error received then 
   { 
    disable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//stop bin motors 
    disable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//stop bin motors 
    output_low(PIN_B2); //stop main motor 
    output_low(PIN_B3); //stop roller motor 
    while(input(PIN_B6) == 0);//wait for error to be reset... 
    enable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//setup timer1 interrupt when it  
//overflows 
    enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//enabling the GLOBAL interrupts 
    output_high(PIN_B2);//start main motor 
   } 
   if(input(PIN_A4) == 0 && flag1 == 0)//check distance between roller  
//and bin base 
   { 
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    binticksvalue = 4; // set ticks accordingly 
    output_high(PIN_B3);//run the bin roller motor 
    flag1 = 1;//say that the flag has been triggered 
   } 
   else if(flag1 == 1)//if once triggered then continue with the speed  
//reduction process 
   { 
    output_high(PIN_B3);//keep the bin roller motor running 
    if(flagy == 1)//check if 1ms has passed.. 
    { 
     flagx = flagx+1;//increment the timer value 
     if(flagx == 100)//if time has passed value 
     { 
      flagx = 0;//reset local count 
     } 
     flagy = 0;//reset the flag value to find next increment 
    } 
   } 
   else//if base is at lower level 
   { 
    binticksvalue = 4; 
    output_low(PIN_B3);//stop bin roller motor 
   } 
   if(input(PIN_A3) == 0)//napkin out... 
   { 
    printf("Napkin Out\r\n"); 
    disable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//stop running the bin motors 
    disable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//stop running the bin motors 
    flag1 = 0;//reset flag value for next cycle 
    delay_ms(10);//give time delay 
    output_high(PIN_B3);//keep running the bin roller motor 
    delay_ms(850);//wait for sufficient napking length to be out 
    output_low(PIN_B3);//stop roller motor 
    forward = 0;//stop forward motion 
    backward = 1;//start backward motion 
    binticksvalue = 2;//setting the tick value for speed of bin motors 
    enable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//enabling bin motors 
    enable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//enabling bin motor 
    delay_ms(1500);//wait for bin to go down a little bit 
    disable_interrupts(GLOBAL);//stop bin motors 
    disable_interrupts(int_TIMER1);//stop bin motors 
    break;//break out of the loop and go for arm motion 
   } 
  } 
  setup_ccp2(CCP_PWM);//setup PWM to run the arm motor upwards 
  output_high(PIN_C0);//direction to move the arm upwards 
  delay_us(10); 
  set_pwm2_duty(700);//setting duty to limit motor speed 
 
                                   // This sets the time the pulse is 
                                  // high each cycle. 
                                  // the high time will be: 
                                  //  if value is LONG INT: 
                                  //    value*(1/clock)*t2div 
                                  //  if value is INT: 
                                  //    value*4*(1/clock)*t2div 
                                  // WARNING:  A value too high or low  
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                                  //         will prevent the output  
                                  //           from changing. 
 
  while(input(PIN_A2)==0);//wait for arm to arrive at the top 
  setup_ccp2(CCP_OFF);//turn off the arm motion 
  delay_ms(12000);//wait for napkin to be pulled out 
  output_low(PIN_C0);//run the arm downwards 
  delay_us(10); 
  setup_ccp2(CCP_PWM);//setup PWM to run the motor downwards 
  set_pwm2_duty(256);//setting duty to limit speed 
  while(input(PIN_A1)==0);//wait for arm to come down 
  setup_ccp2(CCP_OFF);//stop the arm motion 
  output_low(PIN_C0);//stop arm motion completely 






The following code is used to control microcontroller – 3 which is used to control bin 
roller, conveyor system and power flap control circuitry controlled by 
microcontroller – 4: 
 
#include<16F877.h> 
#use delay(clock = 20000000) 
#use rs232(baud = 19200, parity = N, xmit = PIN_C6, rcv = PIN_C7) 
int DELAY = 6; //DEFINE DELAY IN TERMS OF MICROSECONDS 
int flhighlowbin=0,flhighlowmain=0; //FLAG FOR INFORMATION ON WHETHER  
//TO MAKE THE PIN B6 LOW OR HIGH 
int flbinmotor=0,flmainmotor=0,flagticksforbin = 0,flagticksformain = 
0,flactivesol = 0; 
long solcount1=0,solcount2=0,solcount3 = 0; 
unsigned long int timeout = 0, timeout2; 
int flin = 0, flout = 0, dropaction = 0, counttimeout2=0; 
unsigned long int timervalue = 65535 - (1*20000/4); 
long dropsolenoid = 0; 
#int_TIMER1//interrupt service routine to operate verious mechanisms 
TIMER1_isr() 
{ 
 set_timer1(timervalue);//setting timer value in order to cause  
//interrupt every 1 millsecond 
  if(flagticksforbin == 6)//check if 6 milliseconds have gone by 
 { 
  if(flbinmotor)//if bin motor needs to be actuated 
  if(flhighlowbin == 0)//check flags in order to make the pin high to  
//drive bin roller motor 
  { 
   output_high(PIN_B6); 
   flhighlowbin = 1;//setting flag in order to make pin low for next  
//cycle 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   output_low(PIN_B6); 
   flhighlowbin = 0;//setting flag in order to make pin high for next  
//cycle 
  } 
  flagticksforbin = 0;//resetting the counter for entire bin motor  
//cycle 
 } 
 else//if count has not been reached then increment counter 
  flagticksforbin = flagticksforbin + 1; 
 if(flagticksformain == 4)//check if 4 milliseconds have gone by to  
//drive main motor 
 { 
  if(flmainmotor)//if main motor needs to be acutated 
  if(flhighlowmain == 0)//check flags in order to make the pin high to  
//drive main motor 
  { 
   output_high(PIN_B4); 
   flhighlowmain = 1;//setting flag in order to make pin low for next  
//cycle 
  } 
  else 
  { 
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   output_low(PIN_B4); 
   flhighlowmain = 0;//setting flag in order to make pin high for next  
//cycle 
  } 
  flagticksformain = 0;//resetting the counter for entire main motor  
//cycle 
 } 
 else//if counter has not reached then increment them 
  flagticksformain = flagticksformain + 1; 
 if(flactivesol == 1)//if folding mechanism needs to be actuated 
 { 
  flin = 1;//setting flag to indicate that the process has been  
//triggered 
  dropaction = 1;//actuate the silverware drop mechanism 
  if(solcount1<700)//check if napkin has come between fingers of  
//folding mechanism 
   solcount1 += 1; 
  else//hold napkin within the fingers 
   output_high(PIN_B2); 
 } 
 else if(flactivesol == 0 && flin == 1)//if folding process is complete 
 { 
  output_low(PIN_B2);//release napkin 
  if(solcount2<300)//counter triggered to hold finger in intermediate  
//position 
   solcount2 += 1; 
  else//move finger to intermediate position 
  { 
   output_high(PIN_B2); 
   flin = 0;//indicate that the process has been completed 
   flout = 1;//trigger the next process 
  } 
  if(solcount2 >= 300)//lock finger in intermediate position 
   output_high(PIN_B3); 
 } 
 else if(flactivesol == 0 && flout == 1) 
 { 
  if(solcount3 < 1500)//set counter to bring finger to home position 
   solcount3 += 1; 
  else 
  { 
   flout = 0;//set flag to bring folding mechanism-1 to home position 
   solcount1 = 0; 
   solcount2 = 0; 
   solcount3 = 0; 
  } 
 } 
 else//bring back finger to home position 
 { 
  output_low(PIN_B2); 
  output_low(PIN_B3); 
 } 
 if(dropaction == 1)//if silverware needs to be dropped on to the  
//napkin 
 { 
  if(dropsolenoid < 2600)//counter for providing napkin to move  
//underneath the drop mechanism 
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   dropsolenoid += 1; 
  if(dropsolenoid >2500)//bring mechanism in holding position 
  { 
   output_high(PIN_D3); 
   dropaction =0;//indicatate that the process is complete 
  } 
  if(dropsolenoid >1500 && dropsolenoid<2500)//drop solenoid 
   output_low(PIN_D3); 
 } 
 else//resetting entire process for dropping silverware 




 int flagset = 0; 
 printf("Timervalue = %lu\r\n",timervalue); 
 delay_ms(2000);//setup time 




 output_low(PIN_B3);//initializing solenoid 
 output_high(PIN_B0);//providing power for four bar mechanisms 
 output_high(PIN_B1); //providing power for four bar mechanisms 
 output_high(PIN_D3); //initializing solenoid  
 while(1) 
 { 
  if(input(PIN_C0) == 1 )//if bin motor is to be actuated 
   flbinmotor = 1; 
  else 
   flbinmotor = 0; 
  if(input(PIN_A4) == 0 || input(PIN_A3) == 0)//check if main motor is  
//to be actuated 
   flmainmotor = 1; 
  else 
   flmainmotor = 0; 
  if(!input(PIN_A0))//if silverware drop mechanism is to be actuated 
   flactivesol = 1; 
  else 









#use delay(clock = 20000000) 
#use rs232(baud = 19200, parity = N, xmit = PIN_C6, rcv = PIN_C7) 
unsigned long int timervalue = 65535 - (1*20000/4); 
int flapright=0, flapleft=0, flapcenteractive = 0, flapcenter = 0; 
int flaprightend = 0,rightprocessend = 0, flapleftend = 0, process = 1; 
unsigned long int countticks=0,delayticks = 0,delayticks1 = 0; 
unsigned long int process1ticks = 0, process2ticks = 0; 
unsigned long int processfingerbottom = 0, processfingertop = 
0,countfingertemp = 0; 
int flag3 = 0, process3count = 0,finger = 0; 
int top = 0, bottom = 0, counter = 1; 
unsigned long int afterarmup = 0, process2ticksa=0, process1ticksa=0; 
int bringarmup = 0,flagprocess1=0, flagprocess2=0; 
#int_TIMER2//Timer interrupt configured to cause interrupt every 500us 
TIMER2_isr() 
{ 
 if(bottom == 1)//if finger is to mover to bottom position 
 { 
  if(processfingerbottom <= 4000)//Giving 4s for finger to move to  
//bottom position 
  { 
   if(counter <=5)//Generation of pulse width equivalent to 2.5ms out  
//of 6ms to drive servo motor 
   { 
    output_high(PIN_C1); 
    counter += 1; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    output_low(PIN_C1); 
    counter += 1; 
   } 
   if(counter == 11)//Resetting value to produce continuous pulse  
//pattern 
    counter = 1; 
   processfingerbottom += 1; 
  } 
  else 




  if(top == 0) 
   output_low(PIN_C1);//setting output pin low in case it is set high  
//in the process 
  processfingerbottom = 0;//reset 4s counter value 
 } 
 if(top == 1)//if finger has to be moved towards the top position 
 { 
  if(processfingertop <= 4000) //Counter value check for 4s to move  
//finger towards top position 
  { 
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   if(counter == 1) // Generate pulse with a pulse width of 0.5ms out  
//of 4ms to drive servo motor 
   { 
    output_high(PIN_C1); 
    counter += 1; 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    output_low(PIN_C1); 
    counter += 1; 
   } 
   if(counter == 7)//resetting counter to generate continuous pulse 
    counter = 1; 
   processfingertop += 1; //incrementing counter for 4s time interval  
//to ensure finger reaches the top position 
  } 
  else 
  output_low(PIN_C1);//to ensure that the pulse width is made low once  




  if(bottom == 0) 
   output_low(PIN_C1); 
  processfingertop = 0;//resetting counter for the 4s time interval 
 } 
} 




 set_timer1(timervalue);//setting timer to a preset value to ensure  
//interrupt is caused every 1ms 
 if(countfingertemp <= 8100) 
  countfingertemp  += 1; 
 else 
  countfingertemp = 0; 
 if(flapright == 1 && process == 1)//To actuate flap on the right side  
//to place right fold 
 { 
  if(process1ticksa <= 700)//check if sufficient time has elapsed 
  { 
   process1ticksa += 1;//increment counter 
   output_low(PIN_C0); 
  } 
  else if(input(PIN_A3) && flagprocess1 == 0)//check if flaps must be  
//actuated 
  { 
   output_low(PIN_B2);//slowing down motor to acheive required speed 
   delay_us(200); 
   output_high(PIN_B2); 
   output_high(PIN_C0);//signal Microcontroller-3 to stop conveyor  
//system 
  } 
  else if(process1ticks<=0) 
  { 
   output_low(PIN_C0);//signal Microcontroller-3 to start conveyor  
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//system again 
   process1ticks += 1; 
   flagprocess1 = 1; 
  } 
  else//resetting flags and O/P pins 
  { 
   flagprocess1 = 0; 
   process1ticks = 0; 
   output_low(PIN_B2); 
   output_low(PIN_C0); 
   flapright = 0; 
   flapleft = 1; 
   flaprightend = 1; 
   process = 2; 
   process1ticksa = 0; 
   process2ticksa = 0; 
  } 
 } 
 if(flapleft == 1 && process == 2)//if left flap must be actuated 
 { 
  if(process2ticksa<10) 
  { 
   process2ticksa += 1; 
   output_low(PIN_C0);//run conveyor system 
  } 
  else if(input(PIN_A0) && flagprocess2 == 0) 
  { 
   output_low(PIN_B0);//slow down motor used to actuate left flap 
   delay_us(200); 
   output_high(PIN_B0); 
   output_high(PIN_C0);//signal Microcontroller-3 to stop conveyor  
//system 
  } 
  else if(process2ticks<=1) 
  { 
   output_low(PIN_C0);//signal Microcontroller-3 to start conveyor  
//systme again 
   process2ticks += 1; 
   flagprocess2 = 1; 
  } 
  else//resetting flags and O/P pins 
  { 
   flagprocess2 = 0; 
   process2ticks = 0; 
   process2ticksa = 0; 
   output_low(PIN_B0); 
   output_low(PIN_C0); 
   flapleft = 0; 
   flapcenter = 0; 
   flapleftend = 1; 
   process = 3; 
  } 
 } 
 if(process == 3)//if Folding Mechanism-3 must be actuated 
 { 
  if(process3count == 0 && !input(PIN_A2))//check if finger must be  
//actuated 
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   finger = 1; 
  if(finger == 1)//ask finger to move to bottom position to place first  
//fold 
  { 
    top = 0; 
    bottom = 1; 
    finger = 2; 
  } 
  if(process3count > 0 && finger == 2)//check if more than one fold has  
//been placed 
  { 
   if(!input(PIN_C3))//take carriage outside 
   { 
    output_low(PIN_B5); 
    output_high(PIN_B4); 
   } 
   else//stop carriage 
   { 
    output_low(PIN_B4); 
    top = 0; 
    bottom = 0; 
    afterarmup = 0; 
    finger = 3; 
   } 
  } 
  if(finger == 3)//if finger has to be taken back to home position 
  { 
   top = 1; 
   bottom = 0; 
   if(afterarmup < 2000) 
    afterarmup += 1; 
   else 
    finger = 4; 
  } 
  if(finger == 4)//if finger mechanism has to be taken to home position 
  { 
   top = 0; 
   bottom = 0; 
   if(!input(PIN_C2))//bring carriage to home position 
   { 
    output_low(PIN_B4); 
    output_high(PIN_B5); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    finger = 0;//finger mechanism entire reset 
    output_low(PIN_B5); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 if(flapcenter == 1 && process == 3)//if flap is to be actuatede 
 { 
  if(input(PIN_A4) && flag3 == 0 && delayticks>300)//actuate motor to  
//actuate flap mechanism 
  { 
   delayticks1 += 1; 
   if(process3count == 0) 
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    output_high(PIN_C0); 
   output_high(PIN_B6); 
  } 
  else if(countticks > 50)//give sufficient time to stop stop motor 
  { 
   delayticks1 = 0; 
   output_low(PIN_B6); 
   output_low(PIN_C0); 
   flapcenter = 0; 
   if(process3count>10)//set flags to actuate side flaps 
   { 
    process = 1; 
    process3count = 0; 
    flapright = 0; 
    delayticks = 0; 
    output_low(PIN_C0);//keep running conveyor system 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    process3count += 1; 
    output_low(PIN_C0); 
   } 
   countticks = 0; 
   flag3 = 0; 
  } 
  else if((delayticks<=300) && input(PIN_A4) && flag3 == 0) 
   delayticks+=1; 
  else 
  { 
   countticks += 1; 
   flag3 = 1; 





 int flagz = 0; 
 delay_ms(2000); 
 setup_timer_1(T1_INTERNAL|T1_DIV_BY_1); 
 setup_timer_2(T2_DIV_BY_16, 155, 1); 






  if(!input(PIN_A5)) 
     flapright = 1;//if flaps must be actuated 
  if(!input(PIN_A1) && flapleftend == 1) 





The following code is used to control microcontroller – 5 which is used to obtain 










 long counta=0,countb=0,countc=0; 
 int16 value1=0,value2=0,value3=0; 
 int i=0; 
 set_tris_b(0xff);//define all pins in port as inputs 
 set_tris_c(0xff);//define all pins in port as inputs 
 bb = 0; 
 cc = 0; 
 aa = 0; 
 b = input_b();//get input from port B 
 c = input_c();//get input from port C 
 a = b; 
 output_low(PIN_A0);//signal no error 
 output_high(PIN_A1);//singal no error 
 for(i=0;i<4;i++)//formatting data 
 { 
  shift_right(&b,1,0); 
  shift_left(&a,1,0); 
  shift_left(&c,1,0); 
 } 
 for(i=0;i<4;i++)//formatting data 
 { 
  shift_right(&a,1,0); 





 while(1)//infinite loop 
 { 
  /*get input continuously*/ 
  b = input_b(); 
  c = input_c(); 
  a = b; 
  for(i=0;i<4;i++) 
  { 
   shift_right(&b,1,0); 
   shift_left(&a,1,0); 
   shift_left(&c,1,0); 
  } 
  for(i=0;i<4;i++) 
  { 
   shift_right(&a,1,0); 
   shift_right(&c,1,0); 
  } 
 aval = aa - a;//get incremented value 
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 bval = bb - b;//get incremented value 
 cval = cc - c;//get incremented value 
 aa = a; 
 bb = b; 
 cc = c; 
 value1 = value1+aval;//maintain position details for encoder1 
 value2 = value2+bval;//maintain position details for encoder2 
 value3 = value3+cval;//maintain position details for encoder3 
 if(value1>400)//if value goes beyod limit 
 { 
  value1 = 0;//reset counter for encoder1 
  value2 = 0;//reset counter for encoder2 
  value3 = 0;//reset counter for encoder3 
 } 
  if(aval>0)// if value must be incremented for encoder1 
 { 
  counta++; 
 } 
 else if(aval<0)// if value must be decremented for encoder1 
 { 
  counta--; 
 } 
 if(bval>0)// if value must be incremented for encoder2 
 { 
  countb++; 
 } 
 if(bval<0)// if value must be decremented for encoder2 
 { 
  countb--; 
 } 
 
 if(cval>0)// if value must be incremented for encoder3 
 { 
  countc++; 
 } 
 else if(cval<0)// if value must be decremented for encoder2 
 { 
  countc--; 
 } 
 if(counta>50)//check if counters must be resetted 
 { 
  counta = countb= countc=0; 
 } 
 if(counta>=countb)//check error between encoder1 and encoder2 
 val1 = counta - countb; 
 else 
 val1 = countb - counta; 
 if(countb>=countc)//check error between encoder2 and encoder3 
 val2 = countb - countc; 
 else 
 val2 = countc - countb; 
 if(counta>=countc)//check error between encoder1 and encoder3 
 val3 = counta - countc; 
 else 
 val3 = countc - counta; 
 if(val1>1||val2>1||val3>1)//check if there is error 
 { 
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  output_high(PIN_A0);//signal +ve error 
  output_low(PIN_A1);//signal -ve error 














void main() { 
   long int value = 256;//duty for PWM 
   short flag; 
   set_tris_a(0xff); 
   setup_timer_2(T2_DIV_BY_1, 127, 1);//setup timer 
   setup_ccp2(CCP_PWM);//make mode as PWM  
   set_pwm2_duty(51);//set duty 
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DATASHEET FOR DC GEARMOTORS USED TO 
POWER ARM MECHANISM USED BY THE NAPKIN 
PICKUP MECHANISM
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DC Gearmotors, Motors & Motor Mounts 
For information about electric motors, see page 910 . For speed controllers, see page 829 . 




     With less than 1/100 hp, these permanent magnet gearmotors are ideal for use in small spaces such as 
business machines, appliances, and valve actuators. A gearmotor consists of a motor and fan matched with a 
geared speed reducer to lessen speed while increasing torque. Shaft has a flat to accept set screws for easy 
connection to your equipment. 
     Motors are brush style and have two terminals for electrical connection. Rotation is clockwise when facing 
the shaft end. To reverse rotation, switch the lead wires (follow the included wiring diagram). For speed 
controllers, see 7729K on page 829 . Housing is die cast zinc with bronze sleeve bearings. Gears are iron and 
Delrin. Motor face has four 10-32 threaded mounting studs. 
     Full  
 Torque,    Load  
rpm in.-lbs. (A) (B) (C) Amps Each  
12 VDC 
.6 50 1.43" 0.91" 3.45" 0.12  6409K11 $45.76 
1.3 50 1.43" 0.91" 3.65" 0.45  6409K12   45.76 
4 40 1.43" 0.91" 3.45" 0.68  6409K13   42.03 
8 40 1.43" 0.91" 4.17" 0.73  6409K14   42.03 
12 40 1.43" 0.91" 3.65" 1.3  6409K15   42.03 
16 25 1.43" 0.91" 3.65" 1.4  6409K16   37.42 
25 20 1.43" 0.91" 3.65" 1.3  6409K17   37.42 
50 10 2.33" 1.38" 3.65" 1.2  6409K18   37.42 
24 VDC 
1.2 50 1.43" 0.91" 3.45" 0.14  6409K21   45.76 
4 50 1.43" 0.91" 3.45" 0.38  6409K22   42.03 
8 34 1.43" 0.91" 3.65" 0.45  6409K23   42.03 
12 24 1.43" 0.91" 3.65" 0.42  6409K24   42.03 
17 17 1.43" 0.91" 3.65" 0.45  6409K25   37.42 
25 50 1.43" 0.91" 4.17" 1.08   6409K26   37.42 
47 28 2.33" 1.37" 4.15" 1.08  6409K27   37.42 
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DATASHEET FOR RM21 ENCODER USED BY 
MICROCONTROLLER - 4
209
RM21 Modular 2.1 Inch Encoder
Features:
• Self-aligning. Self-centering. 
Self-gapping. 
• Frequency response up to 200KHz 
(all channels). 
• A,B, and Index with complements. 
• Positive lock on cover. 
• Wide range of standard no cost options 
including: hub bore diameters, terminations, 
output formats and thru-hole cover. 
• Robust .060" [1,53mm] chrome on glass 
code disk. 
• Meets NEMA ICS-16 standard. 
General Description:
The RM21 Series is a highly reliable, low cost bearingless (modular) encoder 
built using SMT technology. 
The 1-2-3 set-up simplifies troublesome features of typical modular encoders. 
With a single push on the slide/lock mechanism, the RM21 is aligned, centered 
and gapped for maximum performance. 
No adjustments are required and no mechanical rubbing exists once installed. 
The cover has an integral positive locking mechanism to eliminate mounting 
hardware. Sensors are set up differentially under a single LED light source. 
Specifications:
(Subject to change without notice)[Metric measurements in square brackets] 
MECHANICAL:
Outer Diameter:         2.1 inches [53,34mm]
Height:                 .84 inches [21,34mm]
Moment of Inertia:      17.3 X 10E-05 oz-in sec²(max)
                        [12,22 g-cm²]
Weight:                 2.0 oz max [57g]
Slew Speed:             Resolution dependent
Base & Cover Material:  Glass filled polycarbonate
Code Disc Material:     Chrome on glass (.060")[1,53mm]
Hub Material:           Stainless steel
Max End Play:           +.010  -.040 inches 
                        [+0,25mm -1,02mm](non operational)
                        +.005  -.040 inches
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                        [+0,12mm -1,02mm] (2500 count & above)
ELECTRICAL:
Output:                 Square-wave, two-channel quadrature
                              with index (gating options 
available)
Input Power:            5 VDC ±5%
Output Format:          TI AM26LS31CD or LM2901
Output Frequency:       200 KHz
Flutter:                1% max
ENVIRONMENTAL:
Operating Temp:         -10°C to +100°C
Storage Temp:           -30°C to +110°C
Shock:                  50 G's for 11ms duration
Vibration:              5-2000 Hz @ 10 G's
IP Rating:              IP 40
Humidity:               90% relative (non condensing)
RESOLUTIONS:
Range:                  5 to 2048 PPR (Pulses per Revolution)
Currently available:    5, 10, 40, 50, 60, 75, 100, 104,120
                        125, 150, 180, 192, 200, 250, 254
                        256, 288, 300, 360, 400, 500, 508
                        512, 576, 600, 625, 635, 720, 800
                        900, 1000, 1024, 1140, 1250, 1270
                        1500, 1800, 1885, 2000, 2048
VO output option is not available in resolutions below 250 PPR.
HUB SIZE: (shown in inches)
Specify   Hub Bore +.0004/-.0000 [+0,010/-0,000]
_______   ______________________
 3/16      .1873  [4,757mm]
 1/4       .2498  [6,345mm]
 1/4+      .2501  [6,353mm]
 5/16      .3123  [7,932mm]
 3/8       .3748  [9,520mm]
 3/8+      .3751  [9,528mm]
 1/2       .4998  [12,695mm]
 1/2+      .5001  [12,703mm]
 4MM       .1575  [4,000mm]
 5MM       .1969  [5,000mm]
 6MM       .2362  [6,000mm]
 8MM       .3150  [8,000mm]
10MM       .3937  [10,000mm]
12MM       .4724  [12,000mm]
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Encoders ordered with metric shaft size will receive 
metric mounting hardware.
TERMINATION OPTIONS:
Round Cable                       Ribbon Cable
__________________________        ____________________________
      CA18           Wire               R24        R24 (VC/VO)
Pin   Function       Color        Pin   Function   Function
1     +VCC           Red          1     CH A       CH A
2     GND            Blk          2     VCC        +5 VDC
3     CH A           Wht          3     GND        GND
4     CH A NOT       Yel          4     N/A        N/A
5     CH B           Grn          5     CH A NOT   N/A
6     CH B NOT       Blu          6     CH A       N/A
7     INDEX          Orn          7     CH B NOT   N/A
8     INDEX NOT      Brn          8     CH B       CH B
      SHIELD         Drain        9     INDEX NOT  N/A
                                 10     INDEX      INDEX
Standard shielded round cable (CA18) is supplied with
connector P/N AMP 103971-7 or equivalent. This connector
mates with any .025 [0,635mm] sq. non-polarized single row header
(.100 [2,54mm] centers) or may be intalled into single row 
latching
shroud (AMP P/N 103680-5).
OUTPUT INTERFACES:
VC (VOLTAGE COMPARATOR)
VO (VC W/OPEN COLLECTOR)
     LM2901 (VC with pullup resistor) 
     No complementary signals available
     5 VDC power input TTL compatible
     Output sinks 6mA
     Nominal power requirements 75mA for VC
        and 125mA for VO option
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LD (LINE DRIVER)
     TI AM26LS31CD typical output
     26LS32 typical line receiver suggested for user interface
     Output sinks and sources 20mA
     Nominal power requirements 150mA
GATING OPTIONS:
Specify      Gating Option      Index Width
_______      _____________      ___________
0            Ungated            360° ± 20%
1            Gated W/A&B         90° ± 45°
Gating option 0 (Ungated) is standard. Ungated index
is random with channels A and B.
Output Configuration:
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Minimum transition to transition edge separation
of A and B is 45° over operating temperature and
frequency. Complementary outputs are not shown for
simplicity. CCW viewing PC board surface.
CLOSURE OPTIONS:
C    4-40 [M2,5] Mtg. No hole Cover
H    4-40 [M2,5] Mtg. Cover with hole
Shaft length longer than .75" [19,05mm] requires
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